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BABU JAGJIVAN RAM - PEOPLE’S LEADER 

 
Dr. Kusum Lata 

Associate Professor, History Department, 

University College, Kurukshetra, 

Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra (India) 
 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

The contributions of Babu Jagjivan Ram breaks all attempts to classify his leadership in any 

homogenous framework. No doubt, he belonged to the section of society oppressed by caste 

discriminations. It prompts scholars to situate leadership of Babuji in a framework serving the 

marginalized sections or to describe him as a leader of the Dalits. But, any deeper analysis of 

his contributions and methods to address challenges opens a new dimension of leadership from 

Below. The range of classification for leadership of Babuji is very wide and it includes diverse 

aspect which has been largely ignored by mainstream media and knowledge production 

system.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Jagjivan Ram, was a freedom fighter and a crusader for social justice. His meteoric rise in public 

life saw him emerge as renowned and popular political leader, who devoted his entire life working for 

the welfare of the country. He belonged to the vintage era of modern Indian politics. As national leader, 

parliamentarian, Union Minister and champion of depressed classes, he had a towering presence and 

played a long innings spanning half a century in Indian politics. His enduring and quintessentially 

twentieth century political legacy reminds us of the fervour, idealism and indomitable spirit of India's 

political leadership that not only fought and won freedom for the country, but also laid the firm 

foundation for a modern, democratic polity. As gifted with a talent for political leadership and moved 

by the ideals and goals of the social and political events Babu Jagjivan Ram played an important role 

in scripting our nation's political and constitutional development and social change. A passionate leader 

dedicated to public life, he enjoyed immense respect from all quarters. Widely admired for his 

leadership qualities and organizational abilities, he always remained a force to be reckoned with in 

Indian politics. 

EARLY LIFE 

Babu Jagjivan Ram was born in a poor Harijan family on 5 April, 1908 at a small village namely 

Chandwa in Shahabad district now named Bhojpur in the State of Bihar. His father, Shobhi Ram was 

in the British Army but later due to differences with the British he resigned and became Mahant of the 

Shiv Narayani Sect at his native village Chandwa. In 1914, at the age of six, child Jagjivan Ram was 

sent to the village pathshala and unfortunately his father died leaving him in the care of his mother 

Vasanti Devi. Jagjivan Ram was a brilliant student from childhood. In 1920 after primary education, 

Jagjivan Ram joined the Middle School, Arrah where people advised him to avail the scholarship 

offered to Harijan students in the middle school and but he refused, learnt English and competed with 

the other students and earned the scholarship based on his meritorious academic performance. For 
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higher education he was admitted to Arrah Town School. Being a low caste from birth Babu ji meted 

out discrimination during school days. 

In 1925, Pandit Madan Mohan Malviya had been to Arrah. Jagjivan Ram was a matric student 

that time. Since Jagjivan Ram was the best student of the school, he was asked to read the welcome 

address. After hearing confident Jagjivan Ram, Pandit Madan Mohan was deeply impressed by his 

erudition and Panache. Later Pandit ji invited Jagjivan Ram to study at 'Banaras Hindu University'. 

After passing matric with first division in 1926 Jagjivan Ram took admission in Banaras Hindu 

University for Higher Education keeping in view Pandit Malaviya's advice where again he faced 

discrimination in the name of caste at university hostel. In 1928, after passing Inter Exams from Banaras 

Hindu University he went to Calcutta and joined B.Sc., in Calcutta's Vidyasagar College. While 

studying in the Kolkata College, he was inspired by the ideals of Gandhi ji and plunged into the freedom 

movement under the able leadership of Mahatama Gandhi and others. He got himself educated despite 

social and economic disability and chronic poverty. . This gave him a unique position in the prevailing 

political situation in the country. He recognized the need of freedom from political slavery to address 

the problems of untouchability, social discrimination and backwardness. To him freedom meant not 

just change in the colour of the leaders from white to black or so, but it encompassed freedom from 

political slavery, economic bondage and cultural stagnation. He participated actively in the Civil 

Disobedience Movement in 1930 and the Quit India Movement in 1942. By appearing before the 

Cabinet Mission in April 1946 as a representative of the depressed classes, he frustrated the designs of 

the British and other divisive forces to further divide India. On the political scene, Babuji had arrived 

as the spokesperson of the Scheduled Castes and the Congress leadership looked to him as an able 

representative of the depressed classes. 

A VISIONARY LEADER OF DALITS 

The traditions of army developed a culture of resistance in Babu Jagjivan Ram and this aspect 

was reflected continuously in his functioning in various capacities throughout his life. The first case is 

visible, when he got admission in Arrah Town School in 1922, where practice of keeping two separate 

pitchers of drinking water for Hindus and Muslims was a rule. Now, the admission of Jagjivan created 

a crisis because the students were aware of the separate spaces for the Hindu and the Muslim, and unable 

to situate presence of student from the depressed classes. The students and authorities found solutions 

on the principle to keep apart and proposed a third pitcher for the untouchables. His intense opposition 

to decision of school authorities, not by begging, but by breaking the third pitcher repeatedly jolted the 

oppressive mindset. Finally, the school authorities reacted in a very creative way by starting a new 

tradition of keeping one pitcher for all students and it created a new space where an identity of student 

could not be challenged by sectarian identities. 

After reaching his native village Chandwa in 1931, his mother wanted him to join a high 

government position. He wanted to please his mother by joining government service but his burning 

desire to work for the upliftment of dalits and also for the independence of the country prevented him 

from doing so. At this time there was famine in Bihar. There were starvation deaths everywhere. He 

worked tirelessly for the people of the area. At this time, Gandhi was in Yerwada prison. Dr. Rajendra 

Prasad was invited as the chief guest at a seminar to oppose untouchability held in an auditorium situated 

at Patna. Jagjivan Ram was also invited to the same seminar as a speaker. He said, "The objective of 

our life is to uproot the British rule from India. Gandhiji is in Yerawada Jail. The Missionaries are 

tempting the untouchables with several offers to convert to Christianity by offering cash, land and free 

education. The untouchables are Hindus. We are born as Hindus and shall die so. We have created the 

nation and not, vice-versa. This is our nation. Mahatma Gandhi has said that 'untouchability shall have 

to be eradicated'. All India Congress Committee also supported it. It has given a new hope to the 

oppressed people. It is my firm belief that Gandhi, Dr. Rajendra Prasad, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and 

Vittal Bhai Patel shall implement this proposal in the interest of the nation. I shall vow for this. I shall 

not hesitate in making sacrifices. We shall have roused the society against religions conversions. 

Practice of discrimination against lower castes. Babu Jagjivan Ram impressed Dr. Rajendra Prasad, the 
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Chief Guest of the function and also the audience by his speech. Babu Jagjivan Ram was invited by 

Rajendra Prasad and asked him to work for the Anti-untouchability League. This Anti untouchability 

league was founded by Mahatma Gandhi on 30th September, 1930. Dr. Rajendra Prasad was familiar 

with Babu Jagjivan Ram's struggles from the student life 

FALSIFYING MYTH OF HOMOGENEITY IN LEADERSHIP 

The greatest challenge faced by any scholar in analyzing the leadership of Babuji is that it is 

very difficult to situate the leadership in any framework of homogeneity. Truly, he inherited a 

background of army and legacy of thoughts situated in discourse of ‘Begumpura’ (idea traced in the 

thoughts of Saint Ravidas). These twin traditions had a powerful impact in crafting of personality of 

Jagjivan Ram. Further, his journey from childhood to youth shows immense energy to compete and 

perform. The desire to compete and perform shows a leadership rooted in culture of resistance, 

scholarship and inclusive practices. He sharply reacted to the oppressive practices in different ways, 

broke the traditions by creating new paths and worked for practices oriented to welfare. The diversity 

in his actions with a blend of army culture and traditions of Bhakti movement situate Babu Jagjivan 

Ram in a very different framework of leadership. A leadership immensely dedicated to serve the masses, 

aware of challenges faced by nation and committed to empowerment of the weak. 

It is also true that Babu Jagjivan Ram had opportunity to understand the work culture of 

Mahatma Gandhi, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, Jawaharlal Nehru, Indira Gandhi, Rajiv Gandhi etc. His methods 

of addressing responsibilities were innovative and based on principle of welfare of large section of 

society. These aspects are very obvious in his actions for welfare of army, ex-serviceman, family 

members of army, who sacrificed life in battle, insurance schemes for workers, Green revolution, 

victory of country in battlefield, commitment for Congress Party etc. Yet, the elements of Rebel in his 

personality got reflected when he sharply focused on vertical mobility of a person from below due to 

various reasons, and breaks traditions of unconditional support to show new dimension of leadership. 

CULTURE OF RESISTANCE AND SEARCH FOR INCLUSIVE POLITICS  

The traditions of army developed a culture of resistance in Babu Jagjivan Ram and this aspect 

was reflected continuously in his functioning in various capacities throughout his life. The first case is 

visible, when he got admission in Arrah Town School in 1922, where practice of keeping two separate 

pitchers of drinking water for Hindus and Muslims was a rule. Now, the admission of Jagjivan created 

a crisis because the students were aware of the separate spaces for the Hindu and the Muslim, and unable 

to situate presence of student from the depressed classes. The students and authorities found solutions 

on the principle to keep apart and proposed a third pitcher for the untouchables. His intense opposition 

to decision of school authorities, not by begging, but by breaking the third pitcher repeatedly jolted the 

oppressive mindset. Finally, the school authorities reacted in a very creative way by starting a new 

tradition of keeping one pitcher for all students and it created a new space where an identity of student 

could not be challenged by sectarian identities. It shows that Babu Jagjivan Ram had very sharp 

understanding of impact of space on younger generation, and following methods of Saint Ravidas, he 

preferred to reform the society from within. 

Jagjivan Ram did not perceive religion as source of mobility, but he treated the religion as a 

powerful source of energy naturally existing in society. He aimed to channelize this natural energy 

towards structural change in society and the welfare of people. In this regard, his approach was focused 

to engage state and society for an egalitarian society. Unlike Karl Marx, who situates religion in a 

discourse of ideology of ruling class, Jagjivan Ram was close to the approach of B.R. Ambedkar 

towards religion as a powerful instrument of shaping mindset of society. For Jagjivan Ram, Temple 

was an institution of setting way of life and he demanded temple entry for oppressed sections of society. 

At the same time, he kept alive the tradition of Saint Ravidas to challenge orthodox way of 

understanding religion. So, he not only organized innumerable Ravidas Sammelans, but also, 

established Akhil Bhartiya Ravidas Sabha in 1934. 
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Apart from this, he was a great freedom fighter and a committed Congress leader. Although, it is very 

true that his meeting with Madam Mohan Maliviya in school while delivering welcome address and 

winning Bihar Legislative Assembly seat unopposed(ensured victory in 14 reserved seats on banner of 

Depressed Classes League) prior to joining Congress Party shows dynamic aspect of his personality. 

As an ardent freedom fighter, Jagjivan Ram intensively participated in the Civil Disobedience 

Movement and Quit India Movement launched by Mahatma Gandhi. It led to his arrest in 1940 and 

1942. It could not stop him, and he continuously organized rallies and meetings, against colonial state 

in 1943. The closeness of Jagjivan Ram to Mahatma Gandhi and his presence in the Congress Party at 

various level such as member of the All India Congress Committee (AICC, 1940-1947), Congress 

Working Committee (1948 to 1977) opens a new dimension of presence of a leader from below and 

creates cultural capital to shape up the mindset of younger generation to participate in politics for nation 

building process. Jagjivan Ram’s approach towards politics shows that he visualized politics as a tool 

to empower the downtroddens. In this regard, he is a source of inspiration for masses to participate in 

democracy to find out solutions of various problems and motivates people to get engaged with state. 

Unlike Naxalbari movement, state is concptualised as a space, which offers solutions for various 

challenges, for Jagjivan Ram Discourse of Begumpura (land without sorrow) The oral traditions refer 

the concept of Begumpura (land without sorrow) to Saint Ravidas and his inclusive traditions are also 

documented in Panch Vani text of Dadupanthi , Sri Guru Granth Sahib etc. He had a very powerful 

impact on society and primarily tried to reform Hinduism from within by challenging orthodox and 

discriminatory practices. The dedication of Jagjivan Ram in welfare of people through relief and 

rehabilitation work in natural calamities, and devoting life for policies-programmes for welfare of 

people clearly reflects legacy of Saint Ravidas. Jagjivan Ram was strong supporter of civil rights 

movement and his role in Protection of Civil Rights Act,1955 is clearly evident. His skills to handle so 

many issues is clear from the range of Ministries Babu Jagjivan Ram was assigned such as Labour, 

Railways, Transport, Communications, Defence, Food and Agriculture etc. These responsibilities of 

Jagjivan Ram show an approach for function of state as a welfare agency. He worked very hard to 

improve status and conditions of workers. Rightly, he ensured constitution of National Labour 

Commission, Contract Labour Bill, regulation of working hours of labourers. Further, He chaired the 

conference of ILO organized at Geneva 1950. He ensured nationalization of air transport and, as a result, 

Air India and Indian Airlines were created. These policies not only ensured state intervention, but also 

, the increasing capacity of state to provide jobs made the policy of reservation a relevant policy for 

empowerment. 

Similarly, he is credited with the beginning of reservations in departmental promotions of 

employees from SC/ST categories. While writing opinion in the Hindu on 27/2/2008, M.S. 

Swaminathan said, “The best tribute we can pay to Jagjivan Ram’s life and work is the conversion of 

the concept of inclusive growth from rhetoric into reality.” Swaminathan argued that Jagjivan Ram was 

a visionary leader, who adopted creative and innovative methods. The initiatives taken for acceptation 

of green revolution, opening Krishi Vigyan Kendras, National Bureau of Plant Genetic Resources, New 

Delhi, the National Bureau of Soil Survey and Land Use Planning at Nagpur etc. The impact of his 

work as Food and agriculture minister may also be understood from the fact that foodgrains production 

increased from 74 million to 94 million. At the same time, he worked hard to ensure proper 

implementation of the Public Distribution system. Obviously, Jagjivan Ram was a great institution 

builder and always respected the autonomy of institutions. He allowed institutions to evolve progressive 

work culture. In addition to this, he strongly stood for the army man as the army man goes to any extent 

to protect country, and Jagjivan Ram realised the sacrificing aspect of this work. He was very well 

aware of the pain and the sufferings faced by families of armyman. 

Again, the human face of Jagjivan is reflected through various schemes that he initiated such 

as family pension for widows, sheltered appointments, war injury pay, medical treatment to families, 

free land distribution, employment to widows etc. These policies not only motivated common man to 
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think that joining army service is the service to the nation, but also, addressed the challenges faced by 

families of army man. 

CONCLUSION  

It clearly shows that Jagjivan Ram was a dynamic, committed, hard working, inclusive leader 

who always believed in institutionalized solutions to various challenges faced by the country. He was 

blend of continuity and change. The discourse of Saint Ravidas kept alive immense desire to serve the 

poor man and it showed continuity of Indian civilization. Further, the immense dedication for 

modernized and institutionalized solutions to challenges reflects change. His rise from a member of 

oppressed section of society to Deputy Prime Minister of India is unprecedented and guides the youths 

from below to seek solutions of various challenges by participating in mainstream politics. It may not 

be argued that Jagjivan Ram represents masses of this country. He will always be remembered as the 

leader who strengthened the nation and paved the way for an egalitarian society. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the annals of literature, we see how travel writing has participated actively in the world 

panorama by both addressing and questioning the Empire. The depiction of faraway lands and 

culture were critically important to establish the unjust colonial rule. Edward Said in 

Orientalism (Vintage, 1978), pointed that the travel narratives of significant authors such as 

Richard Burton and Gustave Flaubert were indeed very influential to the cause of Orientalism. 

Said’s interpretation provoked many postcolonial scholars to take travel writing seriously and 

they engaged in illustrating the way travel literature reinforced or transgressed colonial canon.  

In the post-modern field of travel literature, the writers focus more on contemporary socio-

political issues rather than colonial and post-colonial debates, but the bulk of this literature 

deals with the legacy of Colonial-Empire, either in popular stories of adventure and travel or in 

the narratives on Third World countries during the colony. Perhaps, for this reason, many 

scholars have viewed travel literature as an inseparable part of postcolonialism. This paper has 

no intention to examine Vivekananda either a celebrated travelling monk from India or only an 

Orientalist subject; the problem of situating him in any category, as Rolfsen said, “is very 

complicated than his embodied polarities”(35). He appears to be a vibrant character that 

discarded orientalist discourses and accepted material science and religious reformation of the 

West together. Thus, the purpose of the study is to judge how Vivekananda defended himself 

not as a typical subject as constructed by the Orientals, but proved himself mosaic through his 

available writings. Confined neither by history nor by any ritual, Vivekananda stands as a 

modern man and unlike any monk ever known.  

 

 KEYWORDS: Orientalism; Empire; Polarity; Liminal; Mosaic. 

  

 

Edward Said has examined a wide range of texts which were chiefly written about the Orient 

during the colonial period. He argues that the Western writers of the eighteenth-century have 

constructed the Orient as the ‘Other’ and by doing so; they have attempted to make the natives of the 

colonized countries powerless and inferior to the European colonizers. Said argue: 

 

Everyone who writes about the Orient must locate himself in vis-à-vis the Orient; the type of 

structure he builds, the kinds of images, themes, motifs that circulate in his text all of which add 

up to the liberate ways of addressing the reader, canting the Orient and finally, representing it 

or speaking in its behalf. (20) 
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In Orientalism (1978), Edward Said examines Foucault’s ‘regimes of discourse’, ‘power and 

knowledge’ in western countries by applying this model to what he calls orientalism, or ‘colonial 

discourse’. Like Foucault, Said emphasizes how the will to know and understand the non-western world 

in colonial discourse is inseparable from the will to power over that world. The Foucauldian insight 

which informs Said’s Orientalism points out the extent to which ‘knowledge’ about ‘the orient’ as it 

was produced and circulated in Europe was an ideological accompaniment of colonial  ‘power’. Said 

shows how this discipline was created alongside the European penetration into the ‘Near East’ and how 

it was supported by various other disciplines such as philology, history, anthropology, philosophy, 

archaeology and literature. British curiosity about the Orient and distinct Anglo-American travel 

cultures are taken as the ultimate sign of an asymmetry of power between Britain and America. The 

Western traveller’s eye is identified as an ‘imperial eye’, performing a colonial act of appropriation. 

(Pratt 4). Orientalism uses the concept of discourse to re-order the study of colonialism. Said argues 

that representations of the ‘Orient’ in European literary texts, travelogues, and other writings 

contributed to the creation of a dichotomy between Europe and its ‘others’, a dichotomy that was central 

to the creation of European culture as well as for the maintenance and extension of European hegemony 

over other lands. It is ‘hegemony’ or the ‘cultural hegemony’ as Antonio Gramsci, the Italian Marxist 

theoretician would say, that gives Orientalism its durability and strength.  

The dialectic between self and other has been influential in the subsequent studies of colonial 

discourses. According to one critic, ‘colonial discourse analysis …forms the point of questioning of 

western knowledge’s categories and assumptions’ (Young 1990, 11). In his book The Location of 

Culture (1994), Bhabha writes, ‘The objective of colonial discourse is to construe the colonized as a 

population of degenerate types on the basis of racial origin, in order to justify conquest and to establish 

systems of administration and instruction.’ (70) He further suggests that colonial authority is necessarily 

rendered hybrid and ambivalent when it is imitated or reproduced, thus opening up spaces for the 

colonized to subvert the master-discourse. In Bhabha’s terms, colonial discourse produces the colonized 

as a social reality which is at once an “other” and yet entirely knowable and visible. Bhabha argues that 

identities are possible only in differential relations and displacement. The colonizer can construct his 

identity only through the stereotype of the ‘Other’. The stereotypes help the formation of the colonizer’s 

identity while simultaneously rendering it unstable and dependent. Colonial discourse is ambivalent in 

its attitudes because it both desires similarity/unity with the native and yet fears of the wholly ‘Other’ 

nature of the native. According to him, the entire colonial mission is to transform the native into ‘one 

like us’- a copy of the colonizer. The native is also in a position to return the gaze of the colonial master 

as he is now camouflaged. Mimicry becomes the active resistance which rather helps in reflecting the 

distorted image of the colonial master. Hybridity and a third space are born out of it. For Bhabha, 

colonial presence is ambivalent, split between the two positions: its appearance as authority and original 

and its articulation as repetition and difference. 

Mary Louise Pratt has focused widely on travel writing and the impact of imperialism. In her 

seminal book, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation (1992), she sketches the growth of 

travel literature against the socio-political movements during English imperial involvement with 

various nations. Undoubtedly, her concern is mainly theory, though she admits the influence of travel 

to change an individual’s perspective. Once she argued:  

 

While travel literature is certainly a place where imperialist ideologies get created, it is equally 

certainly a place where such ideologies get questioned, especially from the realm of 

particularized and concrete sensual experience. (Pratt: 215-216)  

 

The concept of ‘Othering’ is further developed by Mary Louis Pratt. The book (1992) examines how 

travel and exploration writings have produced “the rest of the world for European readerships at 

particular points in Europe’s expansionist trajectory” (5). Pratt draws attention to the incident that 

Eurocentricism was engendered by a noticeably ‘planetary consciousness’, which as an ideological 

framework, “makes a picture of the planet appropriated and redeployed from a unified, European 

perspective” (36). Pratt advocates that ‘Othering’ is one of the significant means in which the colonial 
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power organizes thoughts and actions towards the colonized and it is perhaps achieved through choice 

of language.  

Vivekananda’s thoughts and ideas are rich in spiritual philosophy, and can be unveiled through 

a close study of his writings. His writings deal mainly with social, religious and political reformations. 

His very objective understanding of any social panorama makes him an ardent social critic. He was not 

a politician in the very common sense of the term. Yet, he was one the most intellectual nationalists of 

his time. 

  The paper penetrates into the writings of Vivekananda during his travel to the West. 

Vivekananda’s negotiation with the West and the way he has represented himself and his country are 

the primary concerns of the study. He tried to replicate himself very consciously as an embodiment of 

India, her culture and Hinduism. Wherever he travelled, he tried to showcase India in a very intelligent 

manner. Even the lecture series that he accepted was an inseparable part of his travel. It is true that his 

lectures are mainly based on his typical spiritual understanding, but those spiritual discourses in 

different platform facilitated a scope to understand and revitalize the cultural bonding between India 

and the West. Another important aim of the discussion is to throw light on the Indian saint who tried to 

justify India’s status in particular relation to the colonial discourse. Further, it analyses Vivekananda’s 

self-created otherness under the light of Said’s Orientalism (1978).The self-created otherness is a 

concept that has been discussed in Said’s Orientalism (1978),as the idea becomes prevalent in the 

Western world in terms of its colonial relationship with the East. In this respect, Said’s claim is very 

important. He justifies that the basic and fundamental dichotomy between the West and the ‘Other’ has 

pushed the Western culture to create the Oriental. Here Said’s argument is very general and not 

exhaustive. He observes that the West neither understands nor represents the East according to its native 

cultural production. The West stands as the colonizer that has exercised administrative power over the 

East for hundreds of years. Now, the paper tries to analyse two questions. How Vivekananda as an 

Orientalist subject to the West refuted the existing thesis on effeminate East or precisely India and how 

through his lectures, he regained the status of India as a Nation from which even the Western world can 

learn many things. Vivekananda’s messages also can be seen as an answer to the colonial hegemonic 

power and have showed how the oppressive rule of the colonizers blocked the intellectual capacity of 

the colonized. Foucault’s concept of knowledge and power is very much evident here. Acquiring 

knowledge is a process that leads to political and social power. Vivekananda tried to come out from the 

false concept of dualism as the gift of colonial cultural legacy. Homi Bhabha (1994) deconstructs 

Orientalism in terms of form and content and according to him, the exact location of culture is hanging 

somewhere between self and other. Vivekananda’s academic and spiritual venture in the West was a 

process of understanding himself by examining the other. Said also propagated the same thing in his 

discourse on Orientalism (Said, 54), but further criticized the academic practice of translating and 

compiling material from Orient as it broadens the scope of hegemonic knowledge, as Said has 

mentioned that it is the “linear prose authority of discursive analysis.”(284).The polarity between the 

Orient and the Occident, as Rolfsen observed, is due to the projection of alien features to the former 

(58). Said discusses the predominance of “Oriental backwardness, degeneracy, and inequality” (206) 

which actually emphasize the West’s central role in all the matters. It becomes very obvious that the 

West has always tried to identify the Orientals with subordinate qualities of their society to achieve and 

maintain the hierarchy. Orientals have been diminished as, “delinquents, the insane, women, the poor” 

(207). It can easily be understood that the colonial scholarships are predominantly male-centric which 

show the legitimate polarity with the ‘effeminate’ colonized (207).  

The Western perception of ‘Hinduism’ is the base of European thesis to judge Indian mind. 

Scholars from different backgrounds have done the similar kind of analysis to appreciate the line of 

history in minute details. In the work, The Heathen in His Blindness (1994), S.N.Balagangadhara 

examines “how western administrative control affects more than the Eastern geo-political boundary; 

spiritual and religious control” was the chief motive of the Orientalists (Prakash 395). Rolfsen in her 

thesis finds it a kind of European discovery of Hinduism and Critics like R. King (1999, 96-117) and 

Balagangadhara advocated that it redefined Hinduism under a typical structure provided by Christianity 

(Rolfsen 37). Now, classifying a religion as degenerating is somehow ambiguous. It is rather a historical 
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process of fusion and development. Guha, another critic has argued that the historical study of Indian 

civilization shows that it was one of the important colonial agents. Guha found that “It was a kind of 

conquest which empowered the conquerors to impose on the colonized people a past written form of 

the colonizer’s point of view and uphold those writings as foundational and fundamental to the law of 

the land” (1997, xiv). The colonizers tried their best to justify the past in order to propagate the validity 

of the Western rule. They created the discourse in such a way that not only the Hindus, but the entire 

India with her all proud historical past appeared inferior to them. It was their inability to understand 

Hinduism in practice that they often termed it as mystical, derogatory and symbolic. Inden (1990) in 

his work demonstrates how the colonizers tried to create a “Hegelian juxtaposition of the concept of the 

material European Christian with the insane, crazy and mystical Hindu to retain their superiority over 

them” (Roflsen 14).  

 The influence of Western knowledge was inseparable and it affects every aspect of Indian 

spiritual life. The Vivekananda and Ramakrishna movement slightly differs from the others in respect 

of their acceptance in the general masses. They both rationalized and liberalized Hindu religion no 

doubt, but not separated their thinking from the common practices and sentiments of the masses. 

Mohapatra has defined the movement as “the object lesson of all the theoretical knowledge given in the 

Shastras” (8). She writes: 

 

He (Ramakrishna) showed by his life what the Rishis and Avatara really wanted to teach. The 

books were theories, he was the realization….His teachings gave the Hindu Revivalism a moral 

sanction, a philosophical basis, and a new spiritual significance of immense value. (8) 

 

 Jackson relocates Ramakrishna- Vivekananda movement as ‘centrists’, and has observed how it 

actively “defended Hinduism against Western attack while selectively accumulating the ideas from 

Europe” (Rolfsen 16). In Vivekananda’s words this concept becomes very evident. He addressed his 

countrymen to be rational and liberal in their outlook without sacrificing the main root of their culture 

and religion: 

 

There are many things to be done, but means are wanting in this country. We have brains, but 

no hands. We have doctrine of Vedants; we have not the power to reduce it into practice. In 

our books, there is the doctrine of universal equality, but in work we make great distinctions. 

It was in India that unselfish and disinterested work of the most exalted type was preached, but 

in practice we are awfully cruel, awfully heartless…I too believe that India will awake again, 

if anyone could love with all his heart the people of the country…Then only will India awake. 

(CW 5:125-26) 

  

 The critical work of Williams (1974) also accepts Vivekananda’s central position (106). It is true that 

there is no specific reason behind Vivekananda’s withdrawal from the Brahmo Samaj. It is possible that 

he could not get his spiritual answers from such a rationalized setup. The relationship between Indian 

religious reform and Western spiritual ideas are very subtle and Jackson points out a very complex 

relation of Vivekananda with the West by occupying a liminal position between conservative and liberal 

responses to the time.  

 The discussion of this paper doesn’t focus on Vivekananda as a unique figure in this respect. 

Rather, it tries to situate Vivekananda within his own Indian context to concentrate on the matter of his 

dialogic negotiation with the West through his extensive travels. In this regard, Vivekananda’s dynamic 

engagement with the Western discourse is fascinating. Shamita Basu’s text on national revivalism of 

Vivekananda argues that the Indian monk was very much aware of the West as both were a “stimulating 

and a threatening force for India” (Shamita Basu 73). Vivekananda presented his philosophies of 

Hinduism very strategically to confront indirectly with the theses of Orientalism. Even by his self-

fashioning “Vivekananda alternatively refuted, inverted, and manipulated Orientalist theses of ‘the 

nature of India’ in a deliberate attempt to reconstruct the hierarchies of power perpetuated by such 

discourses” (Nikhilananda 1953, 8); however, Jackson points out that he was justly overwhelmed by 
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the success of the Brahmo Samaj among the elites of Bengal to admit that, “but for Ramakrishna I 

would have been a Brahmo missionary” (Jackson 23). But, later he left it because Brahmo Samaj 

became very much elitist and perhaps it forgot the main root of Indianism. Moreover, it could not 

quench the spiritual thirst of Vivekananda. Mohapatra observed: 

 

For a time, the intellectual atmosphere of the Brahmo Samaj satisfied him, he felt uplifted 

during the prayers and devotional songs. But it could not satisfy the deep spiritual yearning of 

his soul. Nevertheless, he was attracted by the social philosophy of the Samaj. The emphasis of 

the Samaj on ‘rationalism’,‘universalism’,‘religion of  humanity’ and the ideal synthesis of the 

East and the West must have provided succour to the humanistic, internationalistic character 

of the Swami’s socialistic thinking. (18) 

 

Vivekananda’s great contribution lies in the fact that he tried to bridge the gap between the 

Indian culture and the Western culture. His interpretation of the Hindu scriptures and philosophy and 

putting them forward to the western people provided an international platform to Hinduism and Indian 

culture. His endeavors established the importance of India and its contribution to the formation of world 

culture which brought an end to the isolated status of India culturally. Thus, the paper examines 

Vivekananda as the first great cultural ambassador from India who had challenged the issues of identity 

in the West.  

Western humanism gradually accepted and practiced especially through the importance on the 

ideas of individual freedom, social equality and justice and respect for women.  It shows Vivekananda’s 

acceptance of the challenges by proving himself as a liminal cultural agent who integrated the best 

elements from Western thought and culture with Indian culture. At one side, he acted as a silent observer 

of the new world, and on the other, he used his ingenuity and politics to find a permanent place in the 

Western world. Revealing the true foundations of Indian culture and her spiritual heritage, Swami 

Vivekananda strengthened the sense of unity of India as a nation in front of the world and added glory 

and pride to the country’s past. It was his travels that influenced his worldview. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study investigated whether emotional maturity and working status of mother were 

associated with adolescent’s social competence and whether such associations varied across 

gender. The impact of Emotional maturity starts with the maintenance and enlistment of ability. 

Sample was collected from 300 adolescents from Jalandhar district. The tools used for 

collecting data related to emotional maturity and social competence were Emotional maturity 

scale developed by Dr Yashvir Singh and Dr. Mahesh Bhargava and Social competence scale 

developed by Dr. Latika Sharma and Dr. Punita Rani. It was concluded that interpersonal 

adequacy was found highest among adolescents Next to this are Personal Adequacy and 

communication skills.High emotional maturity leads to high social competence. On an average, 

girls were found to be highly socially competent as compared to the boys at both the 

significance level of 0.05 and 0.1. Moreover, there was significant difference in social 

competence level of students of working and non-working mothers. 

 

KEYWORDS : Social Competence, Senior Secondary School Students, Emotional Maturity, 

Gender, Working Status of Mother 

 

INTRODUCTION 

                 To be a successful social member of human society there are many things one should know 

and be able to do. Simple things such as greeting someone in an appropriate way may be taken for 

granted by adults, but young children who are new to this society need to understand and acquire those 

social competencies.  

                 Leffert, Benson, &Roehlkepartan, (1997) described Social competence as involving the 

personal knowledge and skills which persons develop in order to deal effectively with life’s many 

choices, challenges, and opportunities  

               Social competence refers to the social, emotional, and cognitive skills and behaviours that 

children need for successful social adaptation. Despite this simple definition, social competence is an 

elusive concept, because the skills and behaviours required for healthy social development vary with 

the age of the child and with the demands of particular situations. 

              Kostelnik, Whiren, Soderman, Rupiper, & Gregory (2014) encompasses six keys categories 

of behavior associated with social competence, including social values, self-identity, interpersonal 

skills, self-regulation, and planning, organizing and decision-making. 

               Kostelnik et al., (2002) concluded that self-regulation includes the abilities to control 

impulses, delay gratification, resist temptation and peer pressure, reflect on one’s feelings, and monitor 

oneself Much of self-regulation involves the management of emotion. Thompson (1994) defined that 
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Emotional regulation is “the extrinsic and intrinsic processes responsible for monitoring, evaluating, 

and modifying emotional reactions... to accomplish one’s goal. Emotional Maturity is the application 

of that knowledge. A high level of Emotional Maturity is attained once a person has developed 

Emotional regulation as well as the minimal level of Emotional Maturity to decide to use it 

. Calkins, (1994) said that Much of this ability to regulate emotions develops from interaction with 

primary caregivers, from the child’s inborn temperament, and from the match between caregiving and 

temperament 

                Mead, 1935; Rosaldo&Lamphere, (1974) discussed that in every culture some social roles are 

played primarily by males and other primarily by females, although there is a wide variation in the 

content of these roles across the planet. No culture of either the present or the past is or has been free 

of some form of gender-role differentiation. 

               Sue Walker (2005) examined the relationship between theory-of-mind understanding and 

preschool-aged children’s peer-related social competence Results indicated that, after controlling for 

age, theory of-mind understanding significantly predicted aggressive or disruptive behaviour for boys 

and prosaically behaviour for girls. Sanawal(2013) conducted a study on social competence in 

adolescentsand result revealed that there is significant change in the social competence level with regard 

to their gender. 

             Mother is particularly important not because she has special skills but because she is with her  

Adolescents for a much greater time than any other person and her instructions reflects a very strong 

influence on attitudes, abilities and behaviour of adolescents. PriyankaAeri and Devina Jain (2010) 

found that Most of those adolescents who are successful and well-adjusted come from homes where 

parental attitudes are favourable and a wholesome relationship existed between Adolescents and 

parents. 

             Sarita (2013), conducted a study on Comparative study on Social Competence in adolescents. 

The major findings of the study revealed that 93.33% percentages of 120 adolescents fell in low and 

very low category of social competence level 

In present study, as such, has focused on emotional maturity, social competence and gender difference 

of adolescents. The main objective have emerged from the need to evaluate the level of emotional 

maturity, social competence characteristics expressed by adolescents of working and non-working 

mothers. The past researches have shown varieties of findings and varieties of relationships. It was felt 

necessary to formulate certain major objective to understand the problem with special reference to 

gender difference of working and non-working mothering Indian culture. The main purpose of the 

present research work is to study in influence of emotional maturity, gender differences of working and 

non-working mothers on Social competence.  

 

OBJECTIVES  

The present study was designed to achieve the following objectives: 

• To study the Social competence of boys and girls of senior secondary school students 

• To study the Social competence and its dimensions of the senior secondary students in relation 

to High, Average and Low Emotional maturity. 

• To study the Social competence of the senior secondary students in relation to Working Status 

of Mother. 

 

HYPOTHESES 

The present study was designed to attain the following hypotheses: 

H1 : There is no significant difference in the Social competence of the senior Secondary School 

students in relation to High, Average and Low Emotional Maturity.  

H2 : There is no significant difference on the scores of various dimensions of social competence in 

relation High, Average and Low Emotional maturity. 
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H3: There is no significant difference in the Social competence of the Senior Secondary School 

boys and girls.  

H4 : There is no significant difference in the Social competence of the senior Secondary School 

students (Group according to Gender) in relation to High, Average and Low Emotional Maturity.  

H5 : There is no significant interaction effect between Emotional maturity and gender of Senior 

Secondary School students on the score of Social competence 

H6 : There is no significant difference in the Social competence of the senior Secondary School 

students in relation to Working and Non-Working Status of mothers. 

H7 : There is no significant difference in the Social competence of the senior Secondary School 

students (Group according to Working Status of Mothers) in relation to High, Average and Low 

Emotional Maturity.  

H8 : There is no significant interaction effect between Emotional maturity and Working Status of 

Mothers of Senior Secondary School students on the score of Social competence 

 

METHOD OF INVESTIGATION  

SAMPLE 

This study was conducted on the randomly selected 300 students in 12th class taken from Government 

and Private schools of Jalandhar district. Simple Random Sampling Technique was used to select the 

schools.  

DESIGN OF THE STUDY 

t- Ratio for the difference between two means and two ways analysis of variance was employed on the 

score of Social competence. Social competence was studied as a dependent variable. The three 

dimensions of social competence (personal adequacy, interpersonal adequacy, communication skills) 

was studied also. Emotional maturity was studied as independent variable and used for the purpose of 

classification viz -a-viz High Emotional Maturity Average Emotional Maturity and Low Emotional 

Maturity. 

PROCEDURE 

In order to conduct the study 10 senior secondary school of Jalandhar city was selected. A sample of 

about 300 students from 12th class was selected. Further Emotional maturity scale by Dr. Singh, 

Bhargava was administered and data was further segregated in high, Average and Low Emotional 

maturity.Further students was segregated under two categories boys and girls.Also students were 

segregated under two categories students of working and non-working mothers. 

Now Social competence scale by Dr. Latika Sharma and Dr. Punita Rani was administrated and the 

score of Social competence and its various dimensions of these groups was taken and data was given 

statistical treatment. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

1) Mean and standard deviation of various subgroups was computed to understand the nature of 

data. 

2) t test and Two ways analysis of variance was employed as Statistical Techniques 
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The data obtained has been analyzed under the following headings: 

In order to analysis the data, the means, and SD’s on social competence in relation to their emotional 

maturity was calculated and presented in the table. 

Table 1: Summary of Mean and SD of Social Competence of Sr.Secondary School Students In 

Relation To Their Emotional Maturity. 

Dimension of social 

competence 

LEM AEM HEM 

TSC M1 =128.38 

σ1 =13.701 

N1 =81 

M2 =136.98 

σ1 =12.417 

N1 =135 

M3 =141.58 

σ1 =13.315 

N1 =84 

SC1 M1 =45.54 

σ1 =5.296 

N1 =81 

M2 =47.06 

σ1 =4.961 

N1 =135 

M3 =49.81 

σ1 =5.581 

N1 =84 

SC2 M1 =47.23 

σ1 =6.243 

N1 =81 

M2 =51.21 

σ1 =7.002 

N1 =135 

M3 =51.90 

σ1 =7.002 

N1 =84 

SC3 M1 =35.60 

σ1 =6.174 

N1 =81 

M2 =38.71 

σ1 =5.616 

N1 =135 

M3 =39.86 

σ1 =5.651 

N1 =84 

 

In order to analysis the data the significance of difference on the scores of the social competence 

in the relation to their emotional maturity was calculated and presented in the table 2 

Table 2: t-Ratio for The Difference in the Means of Social Competence and its dimensions of 

Secondary School Students in Relation to their Emotional Maturity 

social 

compete

nce & 

Dimensi

on  

           M1-M2             M2-M3         M3-M1 

D σD t D σD t D σD t 

TSC 8.6 1.185 4.736* 4.60 1.774 2.593** 13.19 2.103 6.271** 

SC1 1.52 .715 2.120 2.75 .724 3.801** 4.27 .848 5.033** 

SC2 1.08 .930 4.273** .69 .909 .767 4.67 1.105 4.225** 

SC3 3.11 .819 3.790** 1.15 .782 1.465 4.26 .921 4.618** 

 

It may be observed from the Table 2 that t- ratio for the difference in the mean scores of   total social 

competence of sub- groups of emotional maturity M1 – M2, M2 – M3, M3 – M1 were found to be 

significant at the 0.01level of confidence.Hence, the data provides sufficient evidence to reject the 

hypothesis H1 viz. “There exist no significant different in. Social competence of Sr. Sec School students 

in relation to High Average and Low Emotional Maturity 
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 Similarly t- ratio for the difference in the mean scores of   Personal Adequacy (SC1) Dimension I of 

social competence of sub- groups of emotional maturity M2 – M3, M3 – M1 were found to be significant 

at the 0.01level of confidence. Similarly t- ratio for the difference in the mean scores of   Inter Personal 

Adequacy (SC2) Dimension II of social competence of sub- groups of emotional maturity M1 – M2, 

M3 – M1 were found to be significant at the 0.01level of confidence. Similarly t- ratio for the difference 

in the mean scores of communication skills (SC3) Dimension III of social competence of sub- groups 

of emotional maturity M1– M2, M3 – M1 were found to be significant at the 0.01level of 

confidence.Hence, the data provides sufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis H2 viz. “There is no 

significant difference on the scores of various dimensions of social competence in relation to High, 

Average and Low Emotional maturity. But not rejected in the case of SC1 with low and average 

emotional maturity, SC2& SC3 with average and high emotional maturity. 

Table  no  1  indicates  the  mean  and  SD  value  of  different  dimensions   of  social  competence  

among adolescents.  It can  be seen  from table  that among  all the  factors  interpersonal  adequacy  

was  found  highest  among adolescents (mean=51.90). Next to this are Personal Adequacy 

(mean=49.81), and communication skills (mean=16.22).further the mean table reveals that high 

emotional maturity leads to high social competence 

 

 

Fig:1 showing the significance difference between emotional maturity and  dimensions of social 

competence  

The results are in tune with. 

KokinSaera et al (2004) conducted a cross sectional study on “comparison of emotional maturity and 

social interaction in adolescents as compared to adults”. The study concluded high social interaction in 

adolescents as compared to adults however, prevalence of emotional maturity in adults was found to be 

high. 

Social Competence and Gender Differences 

2×2 Analysis Of Variance on the Score of Social Competence In In Relation To Their Gender. 

The Means of Sub Groups Of 2×2 Factorial Design on the Scores of Social competence was Calculated 

and Presented Below in table 3 
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Table: 3 

MEANS AND SDS OF SUB GROUPS OF ANOVA FOR 2×2 FACTORIAL DESIGN ON THE 

SCORES OF SOCIAL COMPETENCE 

 BOYS GIRLS TOTAL 

LEM 

M1=127.95 

N1=61 

σ1=13.520 

M2=129.70 

N2=20 

σ2=14.517 

M12=128.38 

N12=81 

Σ12=13.701 

AEM 

 

 

M3=136.08 

N3=101 

σ3=12.458 

M4=139.65 

N4=34 

σ4=12.080 

M34=136.98 

N34=135 

Σ34=12.417 

HEM 

M5=141.97 

N5=73 

σ5=13.634 

M6=138.91 

N6=11 

σ6=11.140 

M56=141.57 

N56=84 

Σ56=13.315 

TOTAL 

M=135.80 

N=235 

σ=14.085 

M=136.46 

N=65 

σ=13.338 

M=135.94 

N=300 

σ=13.90 

 

In order to analyze the variable, the obtained scores were subjected to Anova. The results are presented 

below in Table 4 

Table 4 : 2×2 Analysis of Variance on the Score of Social competence in Relation to their 

Emotional maturity and Gender 

Source of Variance SS df MSS F-Ratio 

SSA (Emotional maturity) 4181.970 2 2090.985 12.311** 

SSB (GENDER) 524.147 1 24.147 3.08* 

Interaction (A×B) 305.551 2 152.776 .900 

WSS (ERROR) 49933.038 294 169.840  

Total 54944.706 300   

 

MAIN EFFECTS 

EMOTIONAL MATURITY (A) 

From the results inserted in the Table 3 revealed that the variance ratio or F is 12.311 the df between 

means is 2 and among groups is 294 Entering table F with these df’s we read that the column 2 and row 
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294 the value at 05 level is 3.04and at .01 level is 4.71. It may be observed from the table that F of 

magnitude 12.311 >4.71 at 01 level (df 1/294)that the F-ratio for the difference between the means of 

three groups of students on the scores of Social competencies. High average and low Emotional 

maturity, was found be significant at both 0.01 and 0.05 level of confidence Hence, the data provides 

sufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis H3 viz. “There exist no significant different in. Social 

competence of Sr. Sec School students (Group according To Gender) in relation to High Average and 

Low Emotional Maturity 

Further the mean table 1 reveals that the students having high Emotional maturity has more Social 

competence.it means high emotionally mature are ability to elicit positive relationships   with others 

The results are in tune with the findings of  

Denham et al., (2003) found that pre-schoolers’ emotional competence, including self-regulation, was 

to contribute significantly to their long-term social competence 

Gender (B) 

From the results inserted in the table 1 (B) revealed that the variance ratio or F is 3.08 the df between 

means is 1 and among groups is 294. Entering table F with these df’s we read that the column 1 and 

row 294 the value at 05 level is 3.04and at .01 level is 4.71.It may be observed from the table that F of 

magnitude 3.08>3.04 at 05 level (df 1/291)that the that F-ratio for the difference between the means of 

three groups of students on the scores of Social competence High average and low Self-efficacy, was 

found be significant at both 0.01 and 0.05 level of confidence Hence, the data provides sufficient 

evidence to reject the hypothesis H4 viz. “There exist no significant difference in Social competence of 

Sr. Sec School students in relation to gender . 

Further the mean table 1reveals the mean value of girls are more than boys.This indicates that girls have 

more personal capacity for trust, tolerance, value of life and pro-activity.. 

The results are in tune with the findings of: 

Dr.HewiliaHetmańczyk Bajer (2015)  in his study Gender and Social Competence of Younger Students 

found that there is higher susceptibility among boys towards presenting socially unacceptable 

behaviours indicating their lower level of social competence, particularly in terms of the scale of 

socialization 

Emotional Maturity and gender (A×B) 

From the results inserted in the table 1 (B) revealed that the variance ratio or F is .900 the df between 

means is 1 and among groups is 294. Entering table F with these df’s we read that the column 1 and 

row 294 the value at 05 level is 3.04and at .01 level is 4.71.It may be observed from the table that F 

of magnitude .900<3.04 at 05 level (df 1/291 the F- ratio for the interaction between self-efficacy and 

Emotional maturity on the score of Social competence are not found to be significant at 0.05 level of 

confidence Thus the data does not provide sufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis namely, ―There 

is no interaction effect between Emotional maturity  and gender on the score of Social competence. 

Social Competence and working status of mothers 

2×2 Analysis Of Variance on the Score of Social Competence in Relation To Their working status 

of mothers. 

The Means of Sub Groups Of 2×2 Factorial Design on the Scores of Social competence was Calculated 

and Presented Below in table 5 
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                                                                   Table: 5 

Means And Sds Of Sub Groups Of Anova For 2×2 Factorial Design On The Scores Of Social 

Competence In Relation To Working Status Of Mothers 

 NWM WM TOTAL 

LEM 

M=127.71 

N=69 

σ=13.657 

M=132.25 

N=12 

σ=13.897 

M=128.38 

N=81 

σ=13.701 

AEM 

 

 

M=138.24 

N=115 

σ=12.303 

M=129.70 

N=20 

σ=10.668 

M=136.98 

N=135 

σ=12.417 

HEM 

M=141.45 

N=78 

σ=13.323 

M=143.17 

N=6 

σ=14.359 

M=141.57 

N=84 

σ=13.315 

TOTAL 

M=136.42 

N=235 

σ=14.005 

M=132.63 

N=65 

σ=12.900 

M=135.94 

N=300 

σ=13.90 

 

 

In order to analyze the variable, the obtained scores were subjected to Anova. The results are presented 

below in Table 6 

 

Table 6: 2×2 Analysis of Variance on the Score of Social competence in Relation to their 

Emotional maturity and Gender 

Source of Variance SS df MSS F-Ratio 

SSA (Emotional maturity) 2196.217 2 1098.108 6.599** 

SSB (Working Status Of Mother ) 15.548 1 15.548 .093 

Interaction (A×B) 1226.272 2 613.136 3.685* 

WSS (ERROR) 48921.964 294 166.401  

Total 54944.706 300   
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MAIN EFFECTS 

Emotional Maturity (A) 

From the results inserted in the Table 3 revealed that the variance ratio or F is 6.599 the df between 

means is 2 and among groups is 294 Entering table F with these df’s we read that the column 2 and row 

294 the value at 05 level is 3.04and at .01 level is 4.71. It may be observed from the table that F of 

magnitude 6.599 >4.71 at 01 level (df 1/294) that the F-ratio for the difference between the means of 

three groups of students on the scores of Social competencies. High average and low Emotional 

maturity, was found be significant at both 0.01 and 0.05 level of confidence Hence, the data provides 

sufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis H6 viz. “There exist no significant different in. Social 

competence of Sr. Sec School students (Group according to working status of mothers) in relation to 

High Average and Low Emotional Maturity 

Further the mean table 1 reveals that the students having high Emotional maturity has more Social 

competence.it means high emotionally mature are ability to elicit positive relationships   with others 

The results are in tune with the findings of  

Gil-olarte, Martin, Brackett (2006) found emotional intelligence as predictor of positive social 

behaviour. Yip and Martin (2006) found that emotional management facet of emotional intelligence 

was positively correlated with several social competence domains 

Working status of mothers (B) 

From the results inserted in the table 1 (B) revealed that the variance ratio or F is .093 the df between 

means is 1 and among groups is 294. Entering table F with these df’s we read that the column 1 and 

row 294 the value at 05 level is 3.04and at .01 level is 4.71.It may be observed from the table that F of 

magnitude .093 <3.04 at 05 level (df 1/291) that the F-ratio for the difference between the means of 

three groups of students on the scores of Social competencies. High average and low Emotional 

maturity, was not found be significant at both 0.01 and 0.05 level of confidence Hence, the data doesnot 

provides sufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis H6 viz. “There exist no significant different in 

Social competence of Sr. Sec School students in relation to working status of mothers. 

Emotional Maturity and Working Status of Mothers (A×B) 

From the results inserted in the table 1 (B) revealed that the variance ratio or F is 3.685the df between 

means is 1 and among groups is 294. Entering table F with these df’s we read that the column 1 and 

row 294 the value at 05 level is 3.04and at .01 level is 4.71.It may be observed from the table that F of 

magnitude 3.685>3.04 at 05 level (df 1/291 the F- ratio for the interaction between Emotional maturity 

and working status of mothers  on the score of Social competence are found to be significant at 0.05 

level of confidence Thus the data provide sufficient evidence to reject the hypothesis namely, ―There 

is no interaction effect between Emotional maturity  and working status of mothers  on the score of 

Social competence. 

The results are in tune with the findings of: 

Adolescent of working mother and Adolescent of working non-women are significantly differ on 

Emotional rogation, Social maladjustment, Personality disintegration, Lack of independence and Total 

maturity Score. 

Archanakumari* &Madhvikuntal (2018)  studiedthe social competence of adolescent according to their 

types of family when analysed, then no significant difference was found. Boys were found more socially 
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competitive than girls of nonworking mothers. A significant difference was found in the boys and girls 

of working mother. Whether no difference was found in the boys and girls of working mother. 

FINDINGS 

The findings of the present study can be epitomized as under –  

• Emotional maturity and its dimensions personal adequacy, interpersonal adequacy and 

communication skills have significant difference on social competence. 

• On average, Girls are more socially competence than boys. 

•  A student having high Emotional maturity has more socially competent 
• Students of working mother and non-working mother   and emotional maturity are significantly 

differ on, Social adjustment. 
 CONCLUSION 

 When educators have a deep understanding of children’s social competence, they are able to 

scaffold experiences that assist children in becoming confident learners. Social skills are about relating 

to others. They involve learning to be a friend, to negotiate personal needs and deal with difficulties, to 

be assertive without being aggressive and to relate effectively with adults and peers We all have 

emotions and we all need to learn to manage them. Then we can make the most of our own lives and 

develop respectful and fulfilling relationships with others. Emotional skills are about learning to manage 

and express feelings appropriately. A child’s home context and culture have a significant impact on 

what and how they learn. Emotional maturity is essential to develop social competence. Recognising 

this enables educators to respect different ways of learning and to view the child as a unique learner 

across interrelated developmental domains. Our ‘curriculum’ is all-encompassing in early childhood, 

educators need to think about, plan for, implement and reflect on every part of the child’s experience in 

their setting. This includes planning for and acting intentionally in relation to children’s emotional 

development for their community proficiency. So, it is must to understand this concept and its 

components which forms it

 The teachers should be encouraged to enhance their Emotional maturitythrough implementing 

special educational programmes like, life skills training programmes, seminars and special lectures. The 

institution should also take initiatives in creating awareness among the parental community and 

community in general regarding their role in rearing up their children. • it is the duty of the teachers 

who should be role models possessing high level of Emotional Maturity to enhance societal fitness 

among the student who in turn can contribute to nation
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ABSTRACT 

Buying behavior of any one differs from class to class and area to area. Any one buys different 

items for self and dependents either from nearby grocery shop or from shopping malls. In this 

research paper researcher has tried to analyze the buying habits of middle class people of 

selected urban areas of Anand and Keheda districts of Gujarat state towards shopping malls. 

 

KEYWORDS: Middle Class Buying Habbits, Shopping Malls.. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION:  

Any one buys different items for self and dependents either from nearby grocery shop or from 

shopping malls. Buying behavior of any one differ from class to class and area to area. At present 

organized retailing sector or shopping malls attract people from all the section of the society as there 

variety of items are available in the shopping malls. In this research paper researcher has tried to analyze 

buying habits of middle class people of selected urban areas of Anand and Keheda districts towards 

shopping malls. 

 

OBJECTIVES OF STUDY:  

The   following are the objective of this research study. 

1)  To get the idea about frequency of visiting shopping malls. 

2 ) To know the time of shopping. 

3)  To know their preference for companion while shopping from the shopping malls 

4) To get the idea about their opinion about shopping mall over traditional retail shop (karyanani dukan).  
 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: The research methodology of this paper includes the following. 

 

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY DATA COLLECTION: Primary data are collected through 

structured questionnaire having close ended answer. Secondary data are collected from the various on-

line and off-line sources in the area of consumer behavour and retailing. 

 

POPULATION: Researcher has used target population in form of middle class people visiting 

shopping malls. 
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GEOGRAPHICAL AREA FOR RESEARCH / SAMPLING AREA: Selected urban areas  like 

Anand and Vallabh Vidya Nagar and Nadiad and Kheda of Anand and Keheda district of Gujarat state. 

 

RESEARCH INSTRUMENT: Questionnaire 

 

SAMPLING UNIT: Middle class people who are engaged in job or they are professional or house 

wife. 

 

SAMPLE SIZE: For collecting data for the research work, 730 numbers of respondents were 

considered. The sample is divided into four different groups for four different cities namely  Nadiad, 

Kheda,Anand and Vallabh Vidya Nagar. 

 

Sr. No City Number of Respondents 

1 Nadiad 215 

2 Kheda 130 

3 Anand 175 

4 Vallabh Vidya Nagar 210 

Total  730 

 

HYPOTHESIS: The following hypotheses were tested during data analysis. 

(1) There is no association between age and frequency of visiting shopping malls. 

 (2) Time of shopping is independent of age of customers. 

(3) There is no association between gender of customers and problems while choosing shopping malls. 

 (5)View about shopping malls is independent of gender of customers. 

 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

As per 2015-16 Outlook for the Retail and Consumer Products Sector in Asia , A report published 

by P.W.C.,www.pwc.com Asian retail sales are expected to amount to over US$10 trillion by 

2018.China is expected to become the world’s largest retail market by 2018 but growth is slowing and 

attention within China’s retail markets is increasingly shifting away from physical retail towards fast 

growing e-commerce channels. E-commerce is becoming a focus for retailers and brand owners, with 

China becoming the world’s largest e-commerce market and its leading e-commerce player, Alibaba, 

launching a record setting IPO. Interest in India will remain significant but will  be hampered by 

government opposition to foreign investment in multi-brand retail. As a result, foreign investors will be 

focused on single brand retail and paying close attention to the mooted liberalization of e-commerce 

channels as a means of developing the market. 
 

As per the article published in Dandesh Newspaper, dated February,2015 the conclusion is that the 

new address of new customers in India is Online Shops. The market size of Indian Online Shopping 

business will increase. Customers are of the opinioned that they will buy more from online shopping 

stores in 2015 than 2014. 

As per the Pulse of Indian retail market  --- A survey of CFOs in the Indian retail sector -March 

2014  ,  carried out by Retailers Association of India   Indian retail market is expected to grow at a 

CAGR of 13% till 2018. Organized retail market in India is burgeoning and is expected to grow at 

CAGR of 19-20% over the next 5 years. The Government of India, through its reforms in FDI for 

retailing seems to be repositioning the Indian retail sector on the global map of investments. 
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  As per the report  published by KPMG on   Indian Retail- The Next Growth Story—In the 

coming years--  2014, about 70 % of world’s growth is likely to come  from emerging markets, with 

40 % contribution from India and China alone. 

Prof. Kalpana Singh (2014),The present  research study carried out by the author   conclude  that  

Indian retail sector is  evolving quickly. The size of India's retail industry  is expected to more than 

double to $1.3 trillion  by 2020. 

Akram Hafiz Wasim, Anwar Mohammad and Khan M. Altaf (2014),In the research papers authors 

have tried  to discuss  on growth of organized and modern retail  retaliating which have   favorable  

effect on the Indian economy and considered as   India’s backbone in terms of employment generation 

after agriculture. . The  entry of private brands are generating demand and sourcing tie-ups with 

manufacturers across products.  

As per the article published in Business Standard  Newspaper,( 2014),dated 31st 

December,2014  Brick -&- Mortar Retailers also keen on digital footprint . As on today there are 35 

million online shoppers are there in India and is likely to have around 100 million by 2016 according 

to recent research by Forrester Consulting and Google  

As per report of equitymaster.com (2014), India is the 5th largest retail market in the world. 

The country ranks fourth among the surveyed 30 countries in terms of global retail development. The 

current market size of Indian retail industry is about US$ 520 bn (Source: IBEF). Retail growth of 14% 

to 15% per year is expected through 2015. By 2018, the Indian retail sector is likely to grow at a CAGR 

of 13% to reach a size of US$ 950 bn.  

Kamal and Ashish Kumar(2014), concluded that  retailing industry is moving towards a modern 

concept. The size of India's retail market was estimated at US$ 435 billion in 2010. Out of which, 92% 

of the market was traditional or unorganized retail and 8% of the market was organized retail. India's 

retail market is expected to grow at 7% over the next 10 years, reaching a size of US$ 850 billion by 

2020. Traditional retail is probable to grow at 5% and reach a size of US$ 650 billion while organized 

retail is probable to grow at 25% and reach a size of US$ 200 billion by 2020. 

ANALYSIS OF DATA: 

 

1) FREQUENCY OF VISITING SHOPPING MALLS. 

Frequency of visiting Shopping Malls Frequency Percent 

Weekly 161 22.1 

Fortnightly 243 33.3 

Monthly 326 44.7 

Total 730 100.0 

  

Looking to the table finding is that 161 respondents (22.1 %) going weekly to shopping malls to buy 

different items where as 243 respondents (33.3 %) going fortnightly to shopping malls. 326 respondents 

(44.7%) going monthly to shopping malls. 

 

2) TIME OF SHOPPING. 

Time of Shopping. Frequency Percent 

Morning 64 8.8 

Afternoon 147 20.1 

Evening 388 53.2 

At night(during closing hours, 8 to 10 p.m.) 131 17.9 

Total 730 100.0 
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Asking question about time of visiting shopping malls, 64 respondents (8.85 %) responded that they 

visit in the morning whereas 147respondents, (20.1%) replied that they visit shopping malls in the 

afternoon. Majority of the respondent i.e.388 respondents (53.2%) replied that they visit in the evening. 

131respondents (17.9%) replied that they visit at night to shopping malls. 

 

3) PREFERENCE FOR COMPANION WHILE SHOPPING FROM THE SHOPPING MALLS 

 

Regular Company during shopping 

 Frequency Percent 

Alone 280 38.4 

Spouse 303 41.5 

Children 36 4.9 

Parents 48 6.6 

Siblings 12 1.6 

Whole Family 17 2.3 

Friends 34 4.7 

Total 730 100.0 

                                  

 While asking question pertaining to with whom you visit the shopping mall regularly 280 (38.4 %) 

respondents replied that they are go alone to shopping malls for buying different items where as 303 

(41.5 %) respondents replied that they visit the shopping mall with the company of spouse. 36 (4.9%) 

respondents replied that they go to shopping mall with their children. 48 (6.6%) respondents replied 

that they visit the shopping mall with parents. 12(1.6 %) respondents replied that they visit the shopping 

mall with siblings.  17 (2.3 %) respondents replied that they visit the shopping mall with whole family 

where as 34(4.7%) respondents replied that they visit shopping mall regularly with the company of their 

friends. 

 

4) PREFERENCE FOR COMPANION WHILE SHOPPING FROM THE SHOPPING MALLS 

 

Sometimes company during shopping 

 Frequency Percent 

Alone 191 26.2 

Spouse 226 31.0 

Children 110 15.1 

Parents 93 12.7 

Sibblings 25 3.4 

Whole Family 60 8.2 

Friends 25 3.4 

Total 730 100.0 

                                     

  While asking question pertaining to with whom you visit the shopping mall sometimes 191 

(26.2 %) respondents replied that they go alone to shopping malls for buying different items where as 

226 (31.00 %) respondents replied that they visit the shopping mall with the company of spouse. 110 

(15.1%) respondents replied that they visit the shopping mall with children. 93(12.7 %) respondents 

replied that they visit the shopping mall with parents. 25 (3.4 %) respondents replied that they visit the 

shopping mall with siblings where as 60( 8.2 %) respondents replied that they visit shopping mall 

sometimes with the company of whole family and 25 (3.4 %) respondents replied that they visit 

shopping with the company of their friends.. 
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5) PREFERENCE FOR COMPANION WHILE SHOPPING FROM THE SHOPPING MALLS 

 

Never Company during shopping 

 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Siblings 135 18.5 18.5 18.5 

Whole Family 44 6.0 6.0 24.5 

Friends 82 11.2 11.2 35.8 

Other Relatives 469 64.2 64.2 100.0 

Total 730 100.0 100.0  

  

While asking question pertaining to   with whom you visit the shopping mall never  135 (18.5 %) 

respondents responded that they never  go with siblings  to shopping malls for buying different items 

where as 44 (6.00 %) respondents replied that they do not visit the shopping mall with the company of 

whole family. 82 (11.2%) respondents replied that they do not visit the shopping mall with the company 

of  friends and  469 (64.2%) respondents replied that they  do not visit the shopping mall with  other 

relatives. 

 

6) OPINION ON SHOPPING MALL OVER TRADITIONAL RETAIL SHOP (KARYANANI 

DUKAN). 

 

Opinion on shopping mall over traditional retail shop 

(Karyanani Dukan) 
Frequency Percent 

Not at all good 79 10.8 

Equally good 392 53.7 

Better than traditional retail shop 259 35.5 

Total 730 100.0 

                                  

Asking about opinion about shopping malls over Karyanani Dukan 79 respondents replied that it is not 

at all good where as 392respondents (53.7%) replied that it is equally good. 259 respondents (35.5%) 

replied that shopping malls are better than traditional retail shop (Local grocery shop) 

 

CONCLUSION: The following are the main conclusions of the study. 

 

➢ 161 respondents (22.1 %) going weekly to shopping malls to buy different items where as 243 

respondents (33.3 %) going fortnightly to shopping malls. 326 respondents (44.7%) going 

monthly to shopping malls. 

➢ 64 respondents (8.85 %) responded that they visit in the morning whereas 147respondents, 

(20.1%) replied that they visit shopping malls in the afternoon. Majority of the respondent 

i.e.388 respondents (53.2%) replied that they visit in the evening. 131respondents (17.9%) 

replied that they visit at night to shopping malls. 

➢ While asking question pertaining to with whom you visit the shopping mall regularly 280 (38.4 

%) respondents replied that they are go alone to shopping malls for buying different items where 

as 303 (41.5 %) respondents replied that they visit the shopping mall with the company of 

spouse. 36 (4.9%) respondents replied that they go to shopping mall with their children. 48 

(6.6%) respondents replied that they visit the shopping mall with parents. 12(1.6 %) 

respondents replied that they visit the shopping mall with siblings.  17 (2.3 %) respondents 

replied that they visit the shopping mall with whole family where as 34(4.7%) respondents 

replied that they visit shopping mall regularly with the company of their friends. 

➢ While asking question pertaining to with whom you visit the shopping mall sometimes 191 

(26.2 %) respondents replied that they go alone to shopping malls for buying different items 

where as 226 (31.00 %) respondents replied that they visit the shopping mall with the company 
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of spouse. 110 (15.1%) respondents replied that they visit the shopping mall with children. 

93(12.7 %) respondents replied that they visit the shopping mall with parents. 25 (3.4 %) 

respondents replied that they visit the shopping mall with siblings where as 60( 8.2 %) 

respondents replied that they visit shopping mall sometimes with the company of whole family 

and 25 (3.4 %) respondents replied that they visit shopping with the company of their friends.. 

➢ While asking question pertaining to   with whom you visit the shopping mall never  135 (18.5 

%) respondents responded that they never  go with siblings  to shopping malls for buying 

different items where as 44 (6.00 %) respondents replied that they do not visit the shopping 

mall with the company of whole family. 82 (11.2%) respondents replied that they do not visit 

the shopping mall with the company of  friends and  469 (64.2%) respondents replied that they  

do not visit the shopping mall with  other relatives. 

➢ Asking about opinion about shopping malls over Karyanani Dukan 79 respondents replied that 

it is not at all good where as 392respondents (53.7%) replied that it is equally good. 259 

respondents (35.5%) replied that shopping malls are better than traditional retail shop (Local 

grocery shop) 
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ABSTRACT 

The word “adolescence” comes from the Latin word or verb “adolescere” which means, “to 

grow”. So the essence of the word adolescence is growth and it is in this sense that adolescence 

represents a period of intensive growth and change in nearly all aspects of Child’s physical, 

mental, social and emotional life. Adolescence is one of the most rapid phases of human 

development. Although the order of many of the changes appears to be universal, their timing 

and the speed of change vary among and even within individuals. Both the characteristics of an 

individual (e.g. sex) and external factors (e.g. inadequate nutrition, an abusive environment) 

influence these changes. Many biological changes take place during the adolescent years. Most 

obvious are the Physical Changes, for example, increases in height, acquisition of muscle mass, 

the distribution of body fat and the development of secondary sexual characteristics. 

Psychosocial changes are linked to the hormonal and neuro developmental changes that are 

taking place are psychosocial and emotional changes and increasing cognitive and intellectual 

capacities. Over the course of the second decade, adolescents develop stronger reasoning skills, 

logical and moral thinking, and become more capable of abstract thinking and making rational 

judgments. Also, they are more able to take other people’s perspectives into consideration and 

often want to do something about the social issues that they encounter in their lives. In this 

paper we discuss various views related to various types of Physical and Psychological changes 

during adolescents (i.e. Early Adolescent, Middle Adolescent and Later Adolescent).   We also 

discuss that adolescent faces lot of problems during physical and psychological changes.  

 

KEYWORDS: Physical Changes, Psychological Changes, Adolescent Development, Puberty. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Adolescence is a period of life with specific health and developmental needs and rights. It is 

also a time to develop knowledge and skills, learn to manage emotions and relationships, and acquire 

attributes and abilities that will be important for enjoying the adolescent years and assuming adult roles. 

All societies recognize that there is a difference between being a child and becoming an adult. 

How this transition from childhood to adulthood is defined and recognized differs between cultures and 

over time. In the past it has often been relatively rapid, and in some societies it still is. In many countries, 

however, this is changing. 

Adolescence is one of the most rapid phases of human development. Although the order of 

many of the changes appears to be universal, their timing and the speed of change vary among and even 
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within individuals. Both the characteristics of an individual (e.g. sex) and external factors (e.g. 

inadequate nutrition, an abusive environment) influence these changes. 

Many biological changes take place during the adolescent years. Most obvious are the physical 

changes, for example, increases in height, acquisition of muscle mass, the distribution of body fat and 

the development of secondary sexual characteristics. 

Underlying these physical changes is a wide spectrum of endocrine changes (gonadarche and 

andrenarche), including hormones that affect gonadal maturation and the production of gonadal sex 

steroids. The growth spurt during early and mid-adolescence is regulated by the complex, inter-related 

production of a number of hormones. It takes place later and over a longer period in boys than girls. 

Hormonal changes, such as the regulation of oxytocin and vasopressin, also may affect how adolescents 

interact with others. 

The period between childhood and adulthood is growing longer and more distinct. Puberty is 

starting earlier in many countries, although in general the timing of menarche has levelled off in high 

income countries at 12–13 years. At the same time, key social transitions to adulthood are postponed 

until well after biological maturity. Young people spend more years in education and training, their 

expectations have changed, and contraception is increasingly available to prevent pregnancy. As a 

result, young people take on adult roles and responsibilities later, such as family formation and 

employment. 

 

MEANING OF ADOLESCENT?  

The term adolescence comes from the Latin verb adolescere, which means “to go into 

adulthood. Adolescence is a period of rapid physical, cognitive, sexual, social and emotional changes. 

Basically the transition between childhood to adulthood from about the age of 13 to 19 (known as the 

teen years). This age period is an adjustment period for the adolescent, their parents, and those who are 

in frequent contact with them. 

Adolescence is known to be a period of discovery when much time is spent searching for an 

identity or purpose in life (Hartar 1990). It is an exciting and dynamic period in one’s life (Devore and 

Ginsberg 2005). Adolescents are like fire - a spark at first, growing into a flame presenting the 

brightening into a blaze. The passage through adolescence is difficult or easy according to how he/she 

has been prepared for it (Barber 1990). When properly motivated and sufficiently guided they can do 

more in their life 

 

 

WHAT IS AUTONOMY →  

The term autonomy is often used to refer to a set of psychosocial issues that are of particular 

importance during adolescence. Yet, the particular meaning of the term is often difficult to specify. 

Moreover, explaining how individuals become autonomous – and why some either do not or do so only 

partially—varies, depending upon one’s initial assumptions about the meaning and significance of 

autonomy. 

  Basically the Autonomy refers to a person’s self ability to think, feel and make decisions for 

his /her future. The term autonomy refers to an adolescents growing ability to think, feel, make decision. 

The development of the autonomy does not end after the teen years. Throughout adulthood, autonomy 

continues to develop whenever someone is challenged to act with a new level of self-reliance. 

Autonomy has special meaning during the preteen and teen years because it signifies that an 

adolescent is a unique, capable, independent person who depends less on parents and other adults.   

 

CHANGING / DEVELOPMENT DURING ADOLESCENT 

in this paper we discussed the adolescent development in details. Basically the Psychological 

development of adolescent contains the below mentioned categories of adolescent development. So the 

major types of Psychological development is as under :-  
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1. Physical Changes / Physical Development. 

2. Cognitive Development. 

3. Social Development. 

4. Identity development 

5. Moral development 

 

ADOLESCENCE & PUBERTY: - All the physical changes affect the mental state of the adolescents 

in some confusing manners. Boys and girls observe their body changes rapidly in pubertal age. Usually 

the pubertal changes start mostly at the age of 9 and continue up to 14 years of age. However, physical 

or more specifically sexual maturation starts mostly at the age of 11 which is marked as the beginning 

of adolescence age and it continues up to 18 years which is marked as the beginning of adulthood. This 

period of life may be divided into three phases as below – 

a) Early adolescence (11-14 years) which is the time of rapid pubertal changes; 

b) Middle adolescence (14-16 years) when pubertal changes are nearly complete; and  

c) Late adolescence (16-18 years) when young person achieves full adult appearance and anticipates 

assumption of adult roles.     

 

1. → Physical Change / Development :-  

What is puberty? 

Puberty is the time when your child moves through a series of significant, natural and healthy changes. 

These physical, psychological and emotional changes signal your child is moving from childhood to 

adolescence.  

Changes in puberty include: 

• physical growth and development inside and outside children’s bodies 

• changes to children’s sexual organs 

• brain changes 

• social and emotional changes. 

When does puberty start? 

Puberty starts when changes in your child’s brain cause sex hormones to start being released in girls’ 

ovaries and boys’ testes. 

This usually happens around 10-11 years for girls and around 11-13 years for boys. 

But it’s normal for the start of puberty to range from 8-13 years in girls and 9-14 years in boys. Every 

child is different. 

There’s no way of knowing exactly when your child will start puberty. Early changes in your child’s 

brain and hormone levels can’t be seen from the outside, so it’s easy to think that puberty hasn’t started. 

Puberty can be completed in about 18 months, or it can take up to five years. This range is also 

completely normal.  
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Girls: key physical changes in puberty 

If you have a daughter, these are the main external physical changes in puberty that you can expect. 

Around 10-11 years 

• Breasts will start developing. This is the first visible sign that puberty is starting. It’s 

normal for the left and right breasts to grow at different speeds. It’s also common for the 

breasts to be a bit tender as they develop. If your child wants a bra, a soft crop top or sports 

bra can be a good first choice. 

• Your daughter will have a growth spurt, and she’ll get taller. Some parts of her body – like 

her head, face and hands – might grow faster than her limbs and torso. This might leave 

her looking out of proportion for a while. On average girls grow 5-20 cm. They usually 

stop growing at around 16-17 years. 

• Your daughter’s body shape will change. For example, her hips will widen. 

• Your daughter’s external genitals (vulva) and pubic hair will start to grow. Her pubic hair 

will get darker and thicker over time. 

 

Around 12-14 years (about two years after breast development starts) 

• Hair will start growing under your daughter’s arms. 

• Your daughter will get a clear or whitish discharge from her vagina for several months 

before her periods start. If the discharge bothers your daughter, you could suggest she uses 

a panty liner. If your daughter says she has itching, pain or a bad or strong odour, check 

with a GP. 

• Periods will start. This is when the lining of the uterus (womb), including blood, is shed 

every month. Your daughter might get pain before and during her period, like headaches 

or stomach cramps. Her periods might be irregular at first. 

 

Boys: key physical changes in puberty 

If you have a son, these are the main external physical changes in puberty that you can expect. 

Around 11-13 years 

• The external genitals (penis, testes and scrotum) will start to grow. It’s normal for one 

testis to grow faster than the other. You can reassure your son that men’s testes usually 

aren’t the same size. 

• Pubic hair will start to grow. It will get darker and thicker over time. 

Around 12-14 years 

• Your son will have a growth spurt. He’ll get taller and his chest and shoulders will get 

broader. Some parts of his body – like his head, face and hands – might grow faster than 

his limbs and torso. This might leave him looking out of proportion for a while. On average 

boys grow 10-30 cm. They usually stop growing at around 18-20 years. 

• It’s common for boys to have minor breast development. If your son is worried by this, 

you can let him know it’s normal and usually goes away by itself. If it doesn’t go away or 

if your son’s breasts seem to be growing a lot, he could speak to his GP. 
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Around 13-15 years 

• Hair will start growing on other parts of your son’s body – under his arms, on his face and 

on the rest of his body. His leg and arm hair will thicken. Some young men will grow more 

body hair into their early 20s. 

• Your son will start producing more testosterone, which stimulates the testes to produce 

sperm. 

• Your son will start getting erections and ejaculating (releasing sperm). During this period, 

erections often happen for no reason at all. Just let your son know that this is normal and 

that people don’t usually notice. Ejaculation during sleep is often called a ‘wet dream’. 

 

Around 14-15 years  

The larynx (‘Adam’s apple’ or voice box) will become more obvious. Your son’s larynx will get 

larger and his voice will ‘break’, eventually becoming deeper. Some boys’ voices move from high to 

low and back again, even in one sentence. This will stop in time. 

Other physical changes in puberty: inside and out 

Brain 

Changes in the teenage brain affect your child’s behaviour and social skills. Your child will begin to 

develop improved self-control and skills in planning, problem-solving and decision-making. This 

process will continue into your child’s mid-20s. 

Bones, organs and body systems  

Many of your child’s organs will get bigger and stronger. Lung performance improves, limbs grow, 

and bones increase in thickness and volume. 

Clumsiness 

Because children grow so fast during puberty, their centres of gravity change and their brains might 

take a while to adjust. This might affect your child’s balance. You might see a bit more clumsiness for 

a while, and your child might be more likely to be injured. 

Physical strength  

Muscles increase in strength and size during this period. Your child’s hand-eye coordination will get 

better over time, along with motor skills like ball-catching and throwing. 

Weight  

Your child will gain weight and need more healthy food. Teenagers’ stomachs and intestines increase 

in size, and they need more energy, proteins and minerals. Foods with plenty of calcium and iron are 

important for bone growth and blood circulation. 

Sleep patterns  

Sleep patterns change, and many children start to stay awake later at night and sleep until later in the 

day. Also, the brain re-sets the body clock during puberty. Children going through puberty need more 

sleep than they did just before puberty started. 

Sweat  

A new type of sweat gland in the armpit and genital area develops during puberty. Skin bacteria feed 

on the sweat this gland produces, which can lead to body odour. Hygiene is important. 
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Skin and hair  

Glands in the skin on the face, shoulders and back start to become more active during puberty, 

producing more oil. This can lead to skin conditions like acne. If you’re concerned about your child’s 

skin, first check whether the pimples or acne are worrying your child too. If they are, consider 

speaking with your GP. 

Your child might find her hair gets oilier, and she needs to wash it more. This is normal. 

Teeth  

Children will get their second molars at around 13 years. Third molars – ‘wisdom teeth’ – might appear 

between 14 and 25 years. These teeth can appear in singles, pairs, as a full set of four wisdom teeth – 

or not at all. Healthy teeth and gums are vital to your teenage child’s health, so teenage dental care is 

important. 

2. → Cognitive development 

Cognitive development means the growth of a child’s ability to think and reason. This growth happens 

differently from ages 6 to 12, and ages 12 to 18. 

Children ages 6 to 12 years old develop the ability to think in concrete ways. These are called concrete 

operations. These things are called concrete because they’re done around objects and events. This 

includes how to: 

• Combine (addition) 

• Separate (subtract or divide) 

• Order (alphabetize and sort) 

• Transform (change things such as 5 pennies=1 nickel) objects and actions 

Ages 12 to 18 is called adolescence. This age group does more complex thinking. This type of thinking 

is also known as formal logical operations. They include the ability to: 

• Do abstract thinking. This means thinking about possibilities. 

• Reason from known principles. This means forming own new ideas or questions. 

• Consider many points of view. This means to compare or debate ideas or opinions. 

• Think about the process of thinking. This means being aware of the act of thought processes. 

 

TYPES OF COGNITIVE GROWTH THROUGH THE YEARS 

A CHILD IN EARLY ADOLESCENCE: 

• Uses more complex thinking focused on personal decision-making in school and at home 

• Begins to show use of formal logical operations in schoolwork 

• Begins to question authority and society standards 

• Begins to form and speak his or her own thoughts and views on a variety of topics. You may 

hear your child talk about which sports or groups he or she prefers, what kinds of personal 

appearance is attractive, and what parental rules should be changed. 
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A CHILD IN MIDDLE ADOLESCENCE: 

• Has some experience in using more complex thinking processes 

• Expands thinking to include more philosophical and futuristic concerns 

• Often questions more extensively 

• Often analyzes more extensively 

• Thinks about and begins to form his or her own code of ethics (for example, What do I think is 

right?) 

• Thinks about different possibilities and begins to develop own identity (for example, Who am 

I?). 

• Thinks about and begins to systematically consider possible future goals (for example, What 

do I want?) 

• Thinks about and begins to make his or her own plans 

• Begins to think long-term 

• Uses systematic thinking begins to influence relationships with others 

A CHILD IN LATE ADOLESCENCE: 

• Uses complex thinking to focus on less self-centered concepts and personal decision-making 

• Has increased thoughts about more global concepts, such as justice, history, politics, and 

patriotism 

• Often develops idealistic views on specific topics or concerns 

• May debate and develop intolerance of opposing views 

• Begins to focus thinking on making career decisions 

• Begins to focus thinking on emerging role in adult society 

 

3. → Social Changes / Development :-  

During adolescence, you’ll notice changes in the way your child interacts with family, friends 

and peers. Every teen’s social and emotional development is different. Your child’s unique combination 

of genes, brain development, environment, experiences with family and friends, and community and 

culture shape development. 

Social changes and emotional changes show that your child is forming an independent identity and 

learning to be an adult. 

 

Social changes  

You might notice that your teen is: 

• searching for identity: young people are busy working out who they are and where they fit in the 

world. This search can be influenced by gender, peer group, cultural background, media, school and 

family expectations 
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• seeking more independence: this is likely to influence the decisions your child makes and the 

relationships your child has with family and friends 

• seeking more responsibility, both at home and at school 

• looking for new experiences: the nature of teenage brain development means that teenagers are likely 

to seek out new experiences and engage in more risk-taking behaviour. But they’re still developing 

control over their impulses 

• thinking more about “right” and “wrong”: your child will start developing a stronger individual set 

of values and morals. Teenagers also learn that they’re responsible for their own actions, decisions 

and consequences. They question more things. Your words and actions shape your child’s sense of 

‘‘right’’ and “wrong” 

• influenced more by friends, especially when it comes to behaviour, sense of self and self-esteem 

• starting to develop and explore a sexual identity: your child might start to have romantic 

relationships or go on “dates”. These are not necessarily intimate relationships. For some young 

people, intimate or sexual relationships don’t occur until later on in life 

• communicating in different ways: the internet, cell phones and social media can significantly 

influence how your child communicates with friends and learns about the world.  

Emotional changes  

You might notice that your teen: 

• shows strong feelings and intense emotions at different times. Moods might seem unpredictable. 

These emotional ups and downs can lead to increased conflict. Your child’s brain is still learning 

how to control and express emotions in a grown-up way 

• is more sensitive to your emotions: young people get better at reading and processing other people’s 

emotions as they get older. While they’re developing these skills, they can sometimes misread facial 

expressions or body language 

• is more self-conscious, especially about physical appearance and changes. Teenage self-esteem is 

often affected by appearance - or by how teenagers think they look. As they develop, teens might 

compare their bodies with those of friends and peers 

• goes through a “invincible” stage of thinking and acting as if nothing bad could happen to him. Your 

child’s decision-making skills are still developing, and your child is still learning about the 

consequences of actions. 

 

4. → Identity development 

Defining Identity →  Identity is a new way of thinking about oneself that emerges 

during adolescence. Identity involves a sense of self-unity, accompanied by a feeling that the self has 

continuity over time. A firmly established identity also provides a sense of uniqueness as a person.  

Adolescents’ identity development is positively related with their relationships with peers. Belonging 

to a peer group and good relationships with peers based on mutual respect and acceptance are positively 

related with adolescent identity development. 

Personality related factors that could be linked with adolescents’ identity development and their 

relationship with peers are not clear. Potential factors of interest, which are associated with good social 

relationships, are adolescent’s ability to be empathic and his/her differentiation of self. Further 
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empirical research investigating links between adolescent identity development, empathy, 

differentiation of self, and relationships with peers is needed. 

5. → Moral development  

Morality refers to the way people choose to live their lives according to a set of guidelines or principles 

that govern their decisions about right versus wrong, and good versus evil. As youths' cognitive, 

emotional, social development continue to mature, their understanding of morality expands and their 

behavior becomes more closely aligned with their values and beliefs. Therefore, moral development 

describes the evolution of these guiding principles and is demonstrated by ability to apply these 

guidelines in daily life. 

Teens must make moral judgments on a daily basis. When children are younger, their family, culture, 

and religion greatly influence their moral decision-making. However, during the early adolescent 

period, peers have a much greater influence. Peer pressure can exert a powerful influence because 

friends play a more significant role in teens' lives. Furthermore, the new ability to 

think abstractly enables youth to recognize that rules are simply created by other people. As a result, 

teens begin to question the absolute authority of parents, schools, government, and other traditional 

institutions. 

By late adolescence most teens are less rebellious as they have begun to establish their own 

identity, their own belief system, and their own place in the world. Some youth who have reached the 

highest levels of moral development may feel passionate about their moral code; as such, they may 

choose to participate in activities that demonstrate their moral convictions. For example, some college 

students may organize and participate in demonstrations and protests while other students may 

volunteer their time for projects that advance the ethical principles they hold important. 

Unfortunately some youth have life experiences that may interfere with their moral 

development. Perhaps they survived some traumatic experience such as physical, emotional, or sexual 

abuse; the death of a family member or close friend; or were witness to senseless violence. These types 

of experiences can cause them to view the world as unjust and unfair. Or perhaps they observed the 

adults in their life making immoral decisions that disregarded the rights and welfare of others, leading 

these youth to develop beliefs and values that are contrary to the rest of society. Lacking a moral 

compass, these youth may never reach their full potential and may find it difficult to form meaningful 

and rewarding relationships with others. Thus, while parents may find this process of moral 

development difficult or challenging, it is important to remember that this developmental step is 

essential to their children's well-being and ultimate success in life. 

CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY 

Adolescent maturation is a personal phase of development where children have to establish 

their own beliefs, values, and what they want to accomplish out of life. Because adolescents constantly 

and realistically appraise themselves, they are often characterized as being extremely self-conscious. 

However, the self-evaluation process leads to the beginning of long-range goal setting, emotional and 

social independence, and the making of a mature adult. 

Three distinct stages can be identified in the psychological development of the adolescent, even 

though there is a great deal of overlap in the stages, and they may not occur during the age span 

indicated. During early adolescence (ages 11-13), development usually centers around developing a 

new self-image due to their physiological changes. Adolescents need to make use of their newly 

acquired skills of logical thinking and ability to make judgments rationally. When they reach the ages 

of fourteen and fifteen (the period known as mid-adolescence), adolescents strive to loosen their ties to 

their parents and their emotions and intellectual capacities increase. The adolescent becomes 

adventuresome, and experiments with different ideas. This plays an important role in finding one’s 

relations to oneself, groups, and opposite sex. During this time, the adolescent battles over his own set 
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of values versus the set established by parents and other adult figures. The adolescent also begins to 

take on more control of educational and vocational pursuits and advantages. It is during this time that 

adolescents’ self-dependence and a sense of responsibility become apparent, along with their quest to 

contribute to society and find their place in it. 

During late adolescence (ages range from sixteen on), adolescents have a more stable sense of 

their identity and place in society. At this stage in life they should feel psychologically integrated and 

should have a fairly consistent view of the outside world. Adolescent should, by this time, have 

established a balance between their aspirations, fantasies, and reality. In order for them to achieve this 

balance they should be displaying concern for others through giving and caring, instead of the earlier 

childhood pattern of self-gratification. At the conclusion of late adolescence they should have had 

designed or discovered their role in society, have set a realistic goal in life, and have begun in ernest to 

achieve it. 
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‘xksnku’ miU;kl esa of.kZr fdlku dh vkfFkZd nqnZ'kk ij fparu 

 

 

MkW- lrh'k dqekj 

Lkgk;d izk/;kid 

fgUnh foHkkx 

jktdh; egkfo|ky; ukjukSan ¼fglkj½ 

 

 

 

Hkwfedk%& 

 ^xksnku*] izsepUn th dh loksZRd`"V jpuk gSA xksnku dk jpukdkyhu bfrgkl Hkys 

gh fdruk Hkh izkphu D;ksa u gks] ysfdu xksnku dk iz'u] xksnku dh laosnuk,a] fpark ,ao 

pqukSfr;ka vk/kqfud ;qx esa Hkh T;ksa dh R;ksa cuh gqbZ gSA vk/kqfud ;qx esa ea>ys fdlkuksa ds 

Åij tks Hk;adj vkfFkZd ncko gS mlus xksnku dh izklafxdrk dks vkSj Hkh vf/kd lkFkZd 

cuk fn;k gSA xksnku dks ;fn vk/kqfud le; ds lUnHkZ esa i<+k tk, rks blesa NksVs fdlkuksa 

dk Hkwfeghu gksuk o etnqjh ds fy, 'kgjksa dh rjQ iyk;u bl fo"k; dk iDdk lcwr 

gS fd Hkkjrh; xkao] Hkkjrh; fdlku vkSj d`f"k lc mtM+ jgs gSA 

 izkphu le; ls gh Hkkjrh; fdlku iSr`dokn ls tqM+k gqvk gS vkSj blh iSr`dokn 

ds dkj.k ;g fuarj 'kksf"kr gksrk jgrk gSA ^xksnku* ds ^gksjh* dh e`R;q dk dkj.k Hkh ;gh 

iSr`dokn gSA1 og lksprk gS fd mlds ikl ik¡p ch/kk tehu] xk; vkSj vius cSy gks 

rkfd og vius iSr`dokn dks dk;e j[k ldsA mldk tehu ls bruk vf/kd yxko gS 

fd gj ckj Qly u gksu ds dkj.k mtM+dj Hkh og iSr`dokn o d`"kdokn dh nyny 

essa Qalk jgrk gS vkSj og mlls eqDr ugha gks ikrk vkSj varr% e`R;q dks izkIr gksrk gSA 

d`"kd viuh e;kZnk vkSj vkthfodk ds dkj.k [ksr ls fpidk gqvk gSA [ksr dh iwjh mit 

mls ugha feyrh vkSj tehankj mldh xnZu vius ikaoksa rys nck,a j[krk gSA2 

 ^xksnku* esa fdlku dh vkfFkZd n'kk dkQh [kjkc gS og FkksM+k cgqr [kkdj vkSj 

igudj gh e;kZnkiw.kZ thou ;kiu djuk pkgrk gS] ysfdu og ,slk ugha dj ikrkA ;g 

dSlh foaMEcuk gS fd cspkjk fdlku Hkw[ks isV dh ;a=.kk lgdj] xehZ] lnhZ] cjlkr vkSj 

jkr o fnu dh ijokg fd, fcuk Lo;a gh ugha cfYd iwjs ifjokj ds lkFk [ksr esa esgur 

djrk gS ysfdu fQj Hkh vius o ifjokj ds fy, HkjisV [kkuk ugha tqVk ikrkA  

 gksjh ds :i esa fdlku dh d:.k n'kk dk o.kZu ^izsepUn* }kjk vU;r dgha ugha 

feyrkA ^xksnku* esa lkekftd vkfFkZd 'kks"k.k dh dbZ ijrs gSA xksnku miU;kl bl iwjs 

ra= dh o`gn vkykspuk izLrqr djrk gSA njvly izsepan jk"Vªh; Lok/khurk vkUnksyu dks 

lekt ds oafpr rcdks&fdlku] efgyk] nfyr] etnwj vkfn dks fgr dh n`"Vh ls ns[krs 
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FksA mudk fopkj Fkk fd tc rd bu oafpr rcdksa dk 'kks"k.k [kRe dj bUgsa jk"Vªh; 

Lok/khurk dh yM+kbZ esa 'kkfey ugha fd;k tkrk rc rd LorU=rk ikuk vkSj csgrj jk"Vª 

cukuk laHko ugha gSA3 

 ^xksnku* ds gksjh dk thou bruk n;uh; gS fd og pkgdj Hkh dqN ugha dj 

ldrkA mldh vuqdwy ifjfLFkfr;k¡ Hkh izfrdwy gks xbZ gSA og /kfu;k ls dgrk gS& ßtc 

nqljs ds ik¡o rys viuh xnZu nch gqbZ gS] rks mu ik¡oksa dks lgykus esa gh dq'kyrk gSAÞ 

;gha ls gksjh ds 'kks"k.k dh 'kq:vkr gksrh gSA og lkearh vkSj iw¡thoknh O;oLFkk ds lkeus 

bruk etcwj gS fd mldk thou lkerksa ds gkFkksa esa u gksdj iSjksa esa iM+k gSA blls Kkr 

gksrk gS fd ,d fdlku dh ftanxh fdruh lLrh gSA vxj lkearksa us iSj gVk;k rks thou 

x;k vkSj iM+k jgk rks ej&ejdj ftUnxh pyrh jgsxh bl izdkj dk ekfeZd dFku fny 

esa bruh dVkSV iSnk djrk gS fd tks fdlku gekjk vUunkrk gS] gekjs thou dk iks"kh gS 

mlh dh ftUnxh bruh etcqj vkSj ykpkj gSA4 ;gk¡ /;ku nsus ;ksX; eq[; fo"k; ;g gS fd 

ijk/khu Hkkjr esa Hkh iwjs ns’k dk  vafre cks> fdlku gh mBk;s gq, FkkA tehankj vkSj egktu 

fdlku dk 'kks"k.k vo'; djrs Fks ysfdu mls ftyk, j[krs FksA ^gksjh* dks tc&tc 

vkfFkZd ladV dk lkeuk djuk iM+rk gSA egktu mls dtZ nsus ds fy, igqap tkrs gSA 

 dtZoku gksus ij Hkh ^gksjh* vkRegR;k ds ckjs esa ugha lksprk D;ksafd vkRe gR;k 

ml le; ds Hkkjrh; fdlku ds yksdthou dh izo`fr ugha jgh gSA lkearokn esa O;fDr 

tkfrxr HksnHkko] csxkj] csn[kyh vkfn ds :i esa lkekftd vkSj vkfFkZd 'kks"k.k esa t:j 

Q¡lk jgk gS] ysfdu mlds thou esa mYykl ds rRo cps jgrs gSA tks thou esa mldk 

fo'okl cuk, j[krs gSA vkt ds lUnZHk esa ns[ks rks fdlku vkRe gR;k dj jgk gS vkSj 

;g izo`fr rst xfr ls c<+ jgh gSA D;ksafd vkt dk fdlku gksjh dh rjg /kS;Zoku vkSj 

lUrks"kh ugha gSA  

 fdlku dh fLFkfr izkphu dky ls gh vPNh ugha jgh gS izkjEHk esa tehu fdlku 

dh gksrh Fkh ysfdu dj ds :i esa jktk Åit dk fgLlk ysrk FkkA eqxy dky esa ckn'kkg 

dj ds :i esa yxku ds lkFk&lkFk eqnzka, ysus yxs ysfdu tehu ij fdlkuksa dk gh 

vf/kdkj gksrk FkkA fczfV'k dkyhu vf/kdkfj;ksa us vius LokFkksZ dks c<+kok nsrs gq, lkearoknh 

izFkk ds lkFk&lkFk iw¡thoknh O;oLFkk dks ykxw fd;kA tehankjh izFkk dks l[rh ls ykxw 

fd;k] ftlls Hkkjrh; fdlkuksa dk dkQh 'kks"k.k gksus yxkA blls Hkkjrh; fdlku dh 

n'kk fnu&izfrfnu [kjkc gksrh pyh xbZA gksjh Lo;a vius fo"k; esa dgrk gS& ßge rqe 

vkneh gS vkneh og ftlds ikl /ku gS] vf[r;kj gS] bye gS ysfdu ge yksx rks cSy 

gS tks dsoy tqrus ds fy, iSnk gq, gSA5 ck<+ ;k lw[kk iMs pkgs Qly u"V gks tk,aA 

ysfdu yxku rks nsuk gh iM+rk gSA blds fy, egktuksa ls dtZ ysuk vfuok;Z gks tkrk 

FkkA bl foo'krk ds pyrs d`"kd ,oa mlds ifjokj dks Hkw[ks jguk iM+rk rFkk o"kksZa ogh 

iqjkus diM+s dacy iguus ds fy, foo'k gksuk iM+rkA oDr ds lkFk&lkFk mlus u tkus 

fdrus iScUn yxrs pys tkrsA fcekjh gksus ij Hkh bZykt ds fy, iSls ugha gksrs vkSj blh 

xjhch ds dkj.k fdlku py cLrk gSA ^xksnku* dk gksjh Hkh viuh xjhch o foo'krk ds 

dkj.k le; ls iwoZ gh py clkA ftl le; izsepan th us ^xksnku* dh jpuk dh ml 

le; Hkkjr dk /ku fons'kksa esa tk jgk FkkA iwjk ns'k /khjs&/khjs dtZnkj gksrk tk jgk FkkA 

ftl le; iqjs ns'k dks fczfV'k ljdkj us tdM+ j[kk Fkk fQj egktu vkSj lkgwdkj vius 
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iats esa dSls ugha tdM+rsA egktu euekuk C;kt yxkdj dtZ ds #i, c<+krs tkrs Fks 

vkSj fdlku muds tky esa Qals jgrs FksA mudh lkjh ftnaxh dtZ pqdkus esa gh chr tkrh 

FkhA uSfrd ewY;ksa ls xzLr gksjh dks viuk dtZ pqdkuk iM+rk gSA gksjh dks bZ[k ls 125 

#i, fudyrs gS] f>axqjh flag lwn lesr lkS #i, dkV dj iPphl #i, gksjh dks lkSai 

nsrk gS] grk'k gksjh dgrk gS6 Bkdqj ;g ysdj Hkh eSa D;k d:axk] rHkh og #i, gksjh ls 

uks[ksjke ys ysrk gSA ;gh egktuh izFkk larku o ekrk&firk ds laca/kksa dks fod`r dj jgh 

gSA vkSj lkFk gh Hkzkr`Hkko vkSj nkeiR; ek/kqZ; dks Hkh [kRe dj jgh gSA rHkh rks xkscj 

>qfu;ka ls viuh dekbZ fNikus dh dksf'k'k djrk gS vkSj yM >xM+dj 'kgj dk :[k 

/kkj.k dj ysrk gSA  

 izsepUn ds gksjh fdlku ls lkjk ikBd oxZ bl rjg tqM+ tkrk gS fd ekuksa ;g 

Hkksxs gq, ;FkkFkZ dh egkxkFkk gSA izsepUn th us ;FkkFkZ ds lkFk gh ns[ks x, ;FkkFkZ dk Hkh 

o.kZu fd;k gSA mudh jpukvksa esa 'kksf"kr o nfyrksa ds izfr lgkuqHkwfr vkSj 'kks"kd o 

iw¡thifr oxZ ds izfr vkØks'k gSA mudk lewpk lkfgR; oxZ la?k"kZ vkSj oxhZ; psruk ij 

vk/kkf'kr gS ysfdu dsUnz fcUnq ^fdlku* gh gSA izsepUn egktuh lH;rk ds 'kks"k.k dk 

vuqHko dj pqds FksA ^xksnku* esa mUgksaus buds 'kks"k.k ds rjhdksa dks fpf=r fd;k gSA7 

 izsepUn th reke dfBukb;ksa vkSj ck/kkvksa dks ikj djrs gq, Hkkjrh; turk ls 

dgrs gSa& ^^;g var ugha gS] vkSj vkxs c<+ks vkSj vkxs c<+ks tc rd dh jaxHkwfe esa fot; 

u gks] tc rd ns'k dk dk;kdYi u] tc rd dh bl deZ Hkwfe esa xcu vkSj xksnku ds 

gksjh vkSj jekukFk dk =Lr gksuk cUn u gks vkSj gekjk ns'k ,d ubZ rjg dk izsekJe o 

lsok lnu u cu tk,A8 izsepUn dk fdlkuksa ds izfr ;g vk'kkoknh n`f"Vdks.k tkfgj 

djrk gS fd og fdlkuksa dks la?k"kZ djus dh izsj.kk nsrs gSA 

 ^xksnku* ds ik= 'kgj esa tkdj Hkh xk¡o ds eksg dks ugha NksM+ ikrsA gksjh dk iq= 

xkscj tc 'kgj ls okil xk¡o vkrk gS rks mls ?kj dh ghukoLFkk [kyrh gSA xkscj dks 

FkksM+h nsj esa gh ?kj dh ifjfLFkfr dk vUnktk yx tkrk gSA izsepUn dk eu 'kgjksa dh 

vis{kk xk¡oksa esa gh jek gS ftldk dkj.k mudk fdlkuksa ds izfr yxko vkSj lgkuqHkwfr 

FkkA mudh jpuk ;k=k fdlku dsUnzhr vf/kd gS tks fdlkuksa fd leL;k ds lkFk&lkFk 

mudk fujkdj.k Hkh [kkstrs gSA 

 izsepUn th us ^xksnku* dks fy[kdj va/kdkj esa jks'kuh dh ,d fdj.k fn[kkbZ Fkh 

vkSj ,d iz'ufpUg yksxksa ds lkeus j[kk Fkk dh gekjs ^vUunkrk* fdlku brus foo'k D;ksa 

gS\ xksnku ds ek/;e ls izsepUn vius y{; esa lQy jgsA blesa xzkfe.ksa dh n'kk dk Kku 

gqvk rFkk ukxfjdksa dk n`f"Vdks.k ifjofrZr gqvkA ^xksnku* ds eq[; ik= gksjh dh gkj ,d 

fdlku dh gkj ugha gS] vfirq ;g xzkeh.k ,oa lkearh O;oLFkk dh Hkh gkj gSA miU;kl ds 

vUr esa xksnku vfUre deZ dks gh ugha n'kkZrk vfirq ,d ;qx ds vUr vkSj nqljs ;qx ds 

mn; dh lwpuk Hkh nsrk gSA MkW- jkefoykl 'kekZ ds vuqlkj&ß/kjrh dh vksj >kadrk niZ.k] 

Hkkjrh; tehu esa teha tM+ksa okyh tuks}kj dh Hkkouk vkSj izfrHkk] ltZu dh phjQkM+ vkSj 

rduhd] ;s rhuksa izsepUn ds ;FkkFkZokn dh eq[; fo'ks"krk,a gSA9 

 xksnku dk gksjh rRdkyhu fdlku dk 'kr&izfr'kr lPpk izfrfuf/k gS] tks thou 

Hkj fdlku cus jgus dh >wBh ejtkn fuHkkus ds fy, la?k"kZ djrk jgkA gksjh dk iwjk 

thou la?k"kksZa esa O;rhr gksrk gSA tehankj] egktu o lkgqdkj ds 'kks"k.k rys iap fcjknjh 
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o tkr e;kZnk ds nq'kpØ esa fildj og vle; gh cw<+k gks tkrk gSA yxku] csn[kyh] 

tqekZuk] csVh dk ngst] HkkbZ;ksa dh csbZekfu;ka] toku csVs xkscj dh csdkjh vkSj raxgkyh esa 

lc muds thou ds igyw gSA10 

 xksnku esa gksjh dk pfj= vke Hkkjrh;ksa tSlk gS tks cgqr gh lh/ks&lk/ks vkSj 

Hksys&Hkkys vui<+ gSA gksjh _.k ds cks> ls cqjh rjg nck gqvk gSA thfodk pykus ds fy, 

og rhu lkgqdkjksa ls #i;k m/kkj ysus ij foo'k gks tkrk gSA11 dtZ fnu&izfrfnu c<+rk 

pyk tkrk gSA dtZ pqdkus vkSj ferO;f;rk ls fnu dkVus ds fy, og viuh 'kfDr ls 

Hkh vf/kd dke djrk gSA cgqr fnuksa rd v/kHkw[kk jgus ds ckn ,d fnu og lM+d ij 

fxj iM+rk gS vkSj mldh thou yhyk lekIr gks tkrh gSA blds ckotwn Øwjrk rc gksrh 

gS tc #i;k ek¡xus okys mlds ikl vk /ked iM+rs gS vkSj mldh iRuh /kfu;ka jk srh 

fcy[krh gqbZ ?kj esa j[ks chl vkus czkã.k ds gkFkksa ij j[krh gqbZ dgrh gS& ßegkjkt ?kj 

esa u xk; gS u cfN;k u iSlkA ;gh iSls gS] ;gh budk xksnku gSAÞ12 

 

fu"d"kZ%& 

 xksnku ,d ,sfrgkfld iz'u gh ugha ,sfrgkfld pqukSrh Hkh gSA lewps Hkkjr ds 

grk'k d`"kdksa ds fy, tks bl rjg ds iyk;u dk jkLrk viukrs jgsaxs ;k fQj la?k"kZ dk 

jkLrk viuk,xsaA bl izdkj Hkkjrh; fdlku ladVksa esa gh iSnk gqvk] d"V Hkksxrk jgk vkSj 

ej x;kA izsepUn th dh ;g d`fr ;qxksa&;qxksa rd fdlku dh egkxkFkk xkrh jgsxh vkSj 

fdlkuksa dks lekt ds mRiknd oxZ ds :i esa igpkudj ns'k dh mUufr dk ekxZ iz'kLr 

djsxh rFkk lekt o lkfgR; esa fdlkuksa dh Hkwfedk dks vejrk iznku djsxhA  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

lanHkZ&xzUFk 

 

1- xksnku] eqU'kh izsepUn] i`- 13 

2- xksnku] izsepUn] i`- 18 

3- izsepUn vkSj mudk ;qx& MkW- jkefcykl 'kekZ] i`- 97 

4- ogh] i`- 97&98 

5- xksnku] izsepUn] i`- 35 

6- izsepUn vkSj mudk ;qx& MkW- jkefckyl 'kekZ] i`- 17 

7- xksnku] izsepUn] i`- 13&14 

8- izsepUn ,d foospuk& bUnzukFk enku] i`- 39 

9- izsepUn vkSj mudk ;qx& MkW- jkefcykl 'kekZ] i`- 28 

10- xksnku] izsepUn] i`- 119 

11- izsepUn ,d v/;;u] bUnzukFk enku] i`- 97 

12- xksnku] izsepUn] i`- 371   
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jktLFkkuh uhfrdkO; esa ukjh fo"k;d uhfr rÙo & ,d foospu 

 

lq/kk 'kekZ 

'kks/kkFkhZ ¼fgUnh½ 

t-jk-uk- jktLFkku fo|kihB ¼MhEM½ fo'ofo|ky; 

mn;iqj ¼jkt-½] Hkkjr 

 

 

 

lkjka'k & Hkkjrh; lekt esa ukjh dk fo'ks"k LFkku gSA og iq#"k dh lg;ksfxuh ,oa x`gLFkh dh lapkfydk 

gSA mls x`gy{eh dgk tkrk gS rFkk fdlh Hkh /kkfeZd —R; esa mldh Hkkxhnkjh vko';d gSA jktLFkkuh 

uhfrdkO; ds dfri; ijEijkoknh dfo;ksa ,oa larksa us ukjh ds voxq.kksa dk gh o.kZu fd;k gS] tc fd 

vk/kqfud uhfr dfo;ksa us muds er dk [k.Mu dj ukjh dh ifjokj ,oa lekt esa egÙoiw.kZ Hkwfedk 

ij izdk'k Mkyk gSA bl izdkj ukjh ds fo"k; esa fofo/k uhfrijd fopkj O;ä fd, x, gSa] ftu ij 

fpUru&euu dh vko';drk gSA bl fo"k; dh egÙkk ,oa lektksi;ksfxrk ls izsfjr bl 'kks/k i= esa 

jktLFkkuh uhfrdkO; esa ukjh fo"k;d uhfr rÙoksa dk foospukRed v/;;u izLrqr fd;k x;k gSA 

 

ewy 'kCn & uhfr] uhfrdkO;] jktLFkkuh uhfrdkO;] ukjh fo"k;d uhfr 

   

izLrkouk & ukjh laL—fr ds ;FkkFkZ Lo:i ds Kku ,oa ukjh fo"k;d uSfrd vkn'kksZa ds izfr lekt dk 

–f"Vdks.k] fdlh lekt dh lH;rk dk ifjpk;d gSA
1
 Hkkjrh; lekt esa ukjh dk fof'k"V LFkku gSA 

og iq#"k dh lg;ksfxuh gS ,oa x`gLFkh dh lapkfydk gSA Js"B xq.kksa okyh ukjh x`g dh foHkwfr gksrh gS 

vkSj blhfy, mls x`gy{eh dgk tkrk gSA fdlh Hkh /kkfeZd —R; esa mldh Hkkxsnkjh vko';d gksrh 

gSA 

 dfri; ijEijkoknh jktLFkkuh uhfr dfo;ksa us ukjh ds lkekU; voxq.k ;Fkk & vfo'oluh;rk
2
] 

vfLFkj fpÙkokyh
3
] xksiuh; ckrksa dks u fNik ldus okyh

4
] ân; ds Hksn dk ikj u nsus okyh

5
] lcdks 

vius o'k esa djus okyh
6
 vkfn dk gh foLrkj ls o.kZu fd;k gSA muds vuqlkj ukjh ds vkxs lHkh ur 

eLrd gks tkrs gSa & 

   gj dksb tksM+S gkFk]  dkae.k lwa vueh fdlkA 

   uE;k f=yksdh ukFk] jk/kk  vkxG  jkft;kAA
7 

 

 jktLFkkuh lUr uhfrdkO; esa ukjh dks vk/;kfRed ekxZ esa ck/kd ekuk x;k gSA jTtc dgrs 

gSa fd vkRek vkSj ijekRek ds e/; dud vkSj dkfeuh izkphj cudj vM+s gSa & 
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   jTtc vkre jke fcfp] dud dkfeuh vksVA 

   ;gq vkM+k varj bgS]  ;gq iM+nk  ;gq vksVAA
8 

 

 dfri; vU; lUrksa us ukjh dks lk{kkr ek;k
9
] cqf) foosd dks gjus okyh

10
 rFkk fo"k dh csy

11
 

vkfn rd dg fn;k gSA 

 vk/kqfud jktLFkkuh uhfrdkjksa us ukjh dks n;k] eerk] d#.kk] dkseyrk vkfn xq.kksa ls Hkwf"kr 

rFkk mRlxZ dh ewfrZ] l/kfeZ.kh ,oa x̀gy{eh ekuk gSA
12
 muds erkuqlkj ukjh lkjs fo'o dh tuuh gSA 

lcdk iks"k.k djrh gS] fdUrq ew[kZ ml ij nks"k yxkrs gSa & 

 

   ukjh tuuh txr jh] ikG&iksl nS iks[kA 

   ewj[k jke folkj dj] rkfg yxkoS+ nkslAA
13
  

 

 bl izdkj jktLFkkuh uhfr dfo;ksa us ukjh ds fo"k; esa fofo/k uhfrijd fopkj O;ä fd, gSa] 

ftu ij fpUru&euu dh vko';drk gSA bl fo"k; dh egÙkk ,oa lektksi;ksfxrk ls izsfjr bl 'kks/k 

i= esa jktLFkkuh uhfrdkO; esa ukjh fo"k;d uhfr rÙoksa dk foospukRed v/;;u izLrqr fd;k x;k gS] 

tks ,d vfHkuo iz;kl gSA 

 

ukjh fo"k;d uhfr rÙo & jktLFkkuh uhfrdkO; ds jpukdkjksa us ukjh fo"k;d uhfr rÙoksa ij xgu 

fpUru fd;k gSA blh Øe esa bu dfo;ksa us ukjh ds fofHké Lo:i & lqy{k.kk] dqy{k.kk] dU;k] x`fg.kh] 

lrh] ijdh;k] nklh] os';kfn fo"k;ksa ij vius uhfrxr fopkj O;ä fd;s gSa & 

 

1- lqy{k.kk & dqy{k.kk & ukfj;ksa esa ik;s tkus okys LoHkkoxr xq.k voxq.kksa ds vk/kkj ij dfo;ksa us 

mUgsa lqy{k.kk vkSj dqy{k.kk dh laKk nh gSA lqy{k.kk ?kj esa lq[k&’kkfUr cuk;s j[krh gS tcfd dqy{k.kk 

ds dkj.k eu esa lnSo cspSuh cuh jgrh gS & 

 

   eu jgoS  cspSu]  ukj dM+dlk ts gqoSA 

   ?kj esa jk[kS pSu] ukj lqG[k.kh Hkk;ykAA
14 

 

 yTtk dks dfo;ksa us lqy{k.kk ukjh dk vkHkw"k.k ekuk gS & 

 

   iqjlka xg.kks X;ku] vkSjr Hkwl.k ykt gSA
15 

 

 lqy{k.kk izse dh ikou ewfrZ gksrh gSA mlds us=ksa ls cjlrk gqvk izse] /kjrh ij cjlrs es?k 

vkSj O;kikj esa cjlrs /ku ds leku lq[kdj yxrk gSA
16
 og vius ls cM+ksa & lkl vkfn ds lkeus 

l¡Hky dj cksyrh gS] tcfd dqy{k.kk dks dVqok.kh cksyus esa yTtk dk vuqHko ugha gksrkA
17
 blhfy, 

dfo;ksa us dgk gS fd voxq.kksa ls ;qä ukjh ;fn dapu ds leku lqUnj Hkh gS] rks fdl dke dh & 

 

   vksx.kxkjh  ukj] dapu lh  ds dke dhA 

   /kkj ns[k ryokj] ewB fuj[k er] ckoGkAA
18
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 jktLFkkuh uhfr dfo;ksa ds vuqlkj dqy{k.kk ukjh ?kj esa oSj c<+kdj ?kj dh ,drk dks Hkax 

dj nsrh gS] tc fd lqy{k.kk ?kj dks tksM+us vFkkZr~ ,drk LFkkfir djus dk dk;Z djrh gS &  

 

   ?kj us nsoS QksM+] ukj djdlk vk; djA 

   nsoS ?kj uS tksM+]  ukj lqy[k.kh lkjnkAA
19 

 

 bl izdkj jktLFkkuh uhfr dfo;ksa us lqy{k.kk dh iz'kalk vkSj dqy{k.kk dh fuUnk dh gSA 

 

2- dU;k & L=h dk izFke :i dU;k gSA ijEijkoknh jktLFkkuh uhfrdkj dfo;ksa dk /;ku dU;k ;k 

iq=h dh vksj cgqr de x;k gSA ,d vksj mUgksaus iq= ds fcuk ?kj vkSj ifjokj dks lwuk ekuk gS] rks 

nwljh vksj ,d iq=h gksuk Hkh vPNk ugha ekuk &  

 

   ns.kks Hkyks u ckijks] csVh Hkyh u vsdA
20 

 

 lEHkor% bldk dkj.k ;g jgk gksxk fd iq=h dh lkj lEHkky iq= dh vis{kk vf/kd djuh 

iM+rh gS rFkk iq=h ds firk dks nwljksa ds vkxs >qduk iM+rk gSA  

 dfo;ksa us dU;k dks ijk;k /ku dgk gSA ckcqy ds vk¡xu esa pgdrh gqbZ fpfM+;kvksa dh rjg 

;g csVh ,d fnu vk¡xu lwuk djds viuh llqjky pyh tk;sxh &  

 

   vk¡x.k NksM+ mnkl] pgdrM+h vS fpM+dY;k¡A 

   mM T;klh fut vkl] csVh jkS /ku] ckoGkAA
21 

 

 dU;k dk O;FkZ esa ?kj&?kj fQjus dks dfo;ksa us mfpr ugha ekuk gS & 

 

   nj[kr  nfj;k rhj] ij ?kj fQjrh MkoM+hA 

   vka esa fd.k jks lhj] dn cg T;koS Hkk;ykAA
22 

 

 dU;k dk fookg mfpr voLFkk esa vPNh izdkj ns[kHkky dj djuk pkfg,A
23
 dbZ firk #i;s 

ysdj iq=h dks cspus tSlk t?kU; —R; djrs gaS] bldh dfo;ksa us rhoz fuUnk dh gSA
24
  

 uhfrdkj dfo;ksa us cky fookg
25
 rFkk o`) fookg

26
 nksuksa dh HkRlZuk dh gSA mUgksaus dU;k&fookg 

ds lkFk tqM+h dqjhfr & ngst izFkk dh Hkh rhoz fuUnk dh gS rFkk dgk gS fd nqYgu rks Lo;a ngst gSA 

og lsok] lq[k] ri vkSj R;kx ds okrkoj.k ls iwjs ?kj vkSj ifjokj dks lqokflr djus okyh gksrh gS &  

 

   D;w¡ ngst ekaxks ujka] nqyfgu  vki  ngstA 

   lsok] lq[k] ri R;kx jh] lnk ltkoS lstAA
27 

 

 MkW- js[kk O;kl us viuh —fr *dU;k 'krd lwa*  esa orZeku lekt esa dU;kvksa dh nq%[kn fLFkfr 

dks fpf=r djrs gq, bl fo"k; esa lekt dh lksp esa O;kid cnyko dh uSfrd –f"V ls vis{kk dh gS 

& 
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   yhyk&yhyk [ksr jh dkph bZ dkdM~;ka 

   f[kyf[kY;k xqykc jh dkph bZ ika[kM~;ka 

   mG>&mG> lqG>&lqG> >M+ mrj&mrj 

   Nksfj;ka thos  gS  twa tkGk jh ekdM~;kaAA
28 

 

 vk/kqfud jktLFkkuh uhfr dfo;ksa us *csVh cpkvks vkSj csVh i<+kvks* dk iqjtksj leFkZu fd;k gS 

& 

   csVh us cpkvks vj csVh us i<+kvks] 

   ns'k us Hkzw.kgR;k lwa eqxr djkvks! 

   gs ek.kl] ns'k lekt ea ;ks fopkj QSykvks] 

   yksxka ea csVh uS i<+kus&fy[kk.ks jks C;kSgkj txkvks!
29
  

 

 okLro esa ;fn csVh dks i<+kus&fy[kkus esa lekt dk mfpr lgkjk feys] rks csVh csVs ls ihNs 

dHkh ugha jg ldrh & 

   Nksjka lwa ykjS dns u jSoka 

   tS lektM+ks nsoS Lgkjks 

   ek;M+ vkt crk ns eauS 

   D;w Nksjks&Nksjh lwa I;kjks\
30
  

 

 bl izdkj jktLFkkuh uhfr dfo;ksa us Hkzw.kgR;k] cky fookg] o`) fookg vkSj ngst izFkk dk 

izcy fojks/k fd;k gS rFkk ckfydk f'k{kk dk leFkZu fd;k gSA mUgksaus lekt esa csVh vkSj csVs ds e/; 

Hksn&Hkko dks lekIr djus dk vkg~oku Hkh fd;k gSA 

  

3- x`fg.kh & L=h dk x̀fg.kh :i egÙoiw.kZ gSA dU;k fookfgr gksdj vius ifr ds ?kj vkdj x̀fg.kh 

curh gSA x`gdk;Z dh iwjh ftEesnkjh x̀fg.kh ij gksrh gS] blhfy, lkfgR; esa ukjh ds x`fg.kh :i dk 

xq.kxku fd;k x;k gSA 

 jktLFkkuh uhfr dfo;ksa us x`fg.kh ds fcuk ?kj dks lwuk] Qhdk vkSj vU/kdkj ;qä rFkk ou ds 

leku ,dkUr vkSj uhjl dgk gS & 

   Nrka vxu] nhid Nrka]  Nrka pan jfo+ rkjA 

   ukj fcuk] dfo+ jke dg] ?kj esa ?kksj va/kkjAA
31 

 

 dfo;ksa us dgk gS fd x`fg.kh ds fcuk ?kj dh O;oLFkk lEHko ugha gS & 

   dq.k Hkkstu R;kjh djS] dS dq.k thekS darA 

   dq.k gl gl ckrka djS] Hkkaek fcu HkxoarAA
32 

 

 x`fg.kh :i esa dfo;ksa us izeq[k :i ls mlds rhu xq.kksa dh vksj ladsr fd;k gS& 

   frfj;ka! Fkka esa rhu xq.k] vksx.k vkSj ?k.ksgA 

   ?kj&eaM.k] eaxG&dj.k] iwr  liwr  t.ksgAA
33 
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 uhfr dfo;ksa us x`fg.kh ds pfj= dh mTToyrk dks vR;Ur egÙo fn;k gS &  

 

   okr&fogw.kks ckf.k;ks] cq//k&fogw.kks pksjA 

   pfjr&fcgw.kh dke.kh] rhuwa ek.kl <ksjAA
34 

 

 x`fg.kh ds fofHkUu Lotuksa ls lEidZ rFkk mlds dk;Z{ks= ds foLrkj ds dkj.k mlds dbZ :i 

gks tkrs gSaA blh Øe esa mlds je.kh] lsfodk] ekrk] lkl vkfn :iksa dk jktLFkkuh uhfrdkO; esa 

fnXn’kZu gqvk gSA 

 Hkkjr esa fo’ks"kr% fgUnw lekt eas ukjh ds thou esa ifr dk egÙoiw.kZ LFkku gSA jktLFkkuh uhfr 

dkO; esa ukjh dh ’kksHkk mldk ifr ekuk x;k gS vkSj ifr ds fcuk mldk dksbZ vfLrRo ugha gksrk & 

 

    dar fouk dk¡b dke.kh] ljo+j fou dk¡b uhj\
35
  

 

 ifjokj ds vU; lnL;ksa esa lkl dks vR;Ur egÙoiw.kZ ekuk x;k gSA lkl ds vHkko esa llqjky 

dh dYiuk gh ugha dh tk ldrh gSA
36
 ;g Hkh dgk x;k gS fd dqyhu ukjh lkl ds le{k l¡Hky dj 

eq¡g [kksyrh gS & 

 

   yktS dqG jh ukj] lkalfg eq[k dk<S laHkGA
37 

 

 blh Øe esa ukjh dss ekrk :i dk Hkh fp=.k fd;k x;k gSA jktLFkku dh /kjk ohj izlwrk jgh 

gS] vr% 'kwjohj vkSj nkrkj iq=ksa dks tUe nsus okyh ekrk vknj.kh; gS &  

 

   tuuh! t.k vgM+k t.ks] dS nkrk dS lwjA 

   ukrj  jgts  ck¡>M+h] erh  xekts  uwjAA
38 

 

 ohj ekrk iq= dks ikyus esa gh ekr`Hkwfe dh j{kk gsrq lnSo m|r jgus dk ikB i<+k nsrh gSA
39
 

og mls viuh Hkqtkvksa ij f[kykrs gq, dgrh gS & *gs csVs! vkt eSa rsjk Hkkj lgu dj jgh gw¡] ijUrq 

Hkkjr Hkwfe ge lc dh ek¡ gS] mldk rw Hkkj mrkjuk vFkkZr~ deZohj cudj lnk Hkkjr ek¡ dh lsok esa 

layXu jguk* & 

   ekrk ckG Hkqtk ij jk[;ksA 

   Hkkj  lgarh  cksyh  ;wa AA 

   Hkkjr ek jks Hkkj mrkjtsA 

   er u Hkkj c<+kbts Fkwa AA
40
  

 

 ifjokj esa ;|fi L=h ds fy, ifr gh lcls fiz; gksrk gS] fdUrq dkykarj esa ifjokj ds vU; 

lnL;ksa ds izfr Hkh mldk izse c<+rk gqvk n`f"Vxr gksrk gS & 

 

   I;kjks  ykxS  iho] ih L;w¡ I;kjk iwrM+kA 

   th L;w¡ I;kjks tho] t¡OokbZ g~oS] ckoGkAA
41 
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 og vius x`gLFk&dÙkZO;ksa dk ikyu djrs gq, ekrk&firk vkSj ifr] nksuksa ds ?kjksaa dks mTToy 

dj nsrh gS & 

   pUn mtkGs ,d i[k  chts i[k  vaf/k;kjA 

   cG nks; i[k mt+kfG;k pUnzeq[kh cfygkjAA
42 

 

 bl izdkj x`fg.kh vius lHkh :iksa esa vius dÙkZO; dk HkyhHkk¡fr ikyu djrh gSA blhfy, uhfr 

dfo;ksa us mls lq[k dk vk/kkj dgk gS & 

 

   ukjh Fkwa ukjk;.kh] Fkwa tx jks vk/kkj 

   tqxka&tqxka lwa iks[k jS;h] Fkwa lxGks lalkj 

   eka&cSu&csVh Fkwa bZ] Fkkjk :i vusd 

   ns[kka pk;S dksbZ :i] Fkwa lq[k jks vk/kkjA
43
  

 

4- lrh & jktLFkkuh uhfr dfo;ksa us lrh ds nks :iksa dk mYys[k fd;k gSA izFke lrhozr /keZ dk 

ikyu djus okyh fL=;ksa dks lrh dgk gS] nwljh os tks ifr dh e`R;q ds ckn mlds lkFk vfXu Luku 

dj ysrh gSaA lrhozr /keZ ikyu ds xkSjoiw.kZ bfrgkl ds dkj.k Hkkjro"kZ dks lfr;ksa dk LoxZ dgk x;k 

gS & 

   ;ks lfr;ka jks LoxZ]  Hkkjro"kZ j;ks lnkA 

   vc Hkh jk[kS xoZ] lrh /keZ dks  ’ks[kjkAA
44 

 

 lar jTtcth ds vuqlkj lk/kq ds }kjk ftldh ljkguk dh tk;s] og lrh gS & 

 

   lk/k ljkoS lks lrhA
45
  

 

 dfo;ksa us lkr lfr;ksa dk fo'ks"k mYys[k fd;k gS &  

 

   lhrk dqUrk nzksink] vulw;k fj[kukjA 

   rkjkns  eanksnjh] lkr  lrh  lalkjAA
46 

 

 dfo;ksa ds vuqlkj ohj ukfj;k¡ lrhozr dk ikyu djus esa vkuUn vkSj izlUurk dk vuqHko 

djrh FkhaA l[kh dks lEcksf/kr djrh gqbZ lrh dgrh gS fd fookg ds le; ifr <ksy ctkrk gqvk] 

eq>s ysus vk;k Fkk A vkt eSa mldk cnyk pqdkus ds fy, <ksy ctkrh gqbZ mlds lkFk tk jgh gw¡ & 

 

   <ksy ctark¡] gs l[kh! ifr vk;ks eq> ys.kA 

   okxk¡ <ksyk¡ gw¡ pyh  ifrjks  onyks  ns.kAA
47
  

 

 dfo;ksa us ;g Hkh dgk gS fd lrh ukfj;k¡] vfXu dks dslj Lo:i le> mlesa ey&ey dj 

Luku djrh Fkha vFkkZr~ tkSgj djus esa vkuUn dk vuqHko djrh Fkha &  
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   dslj le>h vkx]  ejnkuh UgkbZ elGA 

   jxrk jax x;ks Qkx] chjka chpS Hkk;ykAA
48 

 

 vk/kqfud ;qx esa lrh izFkk dks ,d lkekftd cqjkbZ ekuk tkrk gS] ijUrq izkphu jktLFkkuh 

dkO; esa ,slh lrh ukfj;ksa dk xq.kxku dfo;ksa dk vfr fiz; fo"k; jgk gSA  

 

5- ijdh;k & ijdh;k ,slh L=h dks dgrs gS tks vius ifr ls brj iq#"k ls lEidZ j[krh gSA mls 

dqyVk] ijukjh vkSj O;fHkpkfj.kh vkfn Hkh dgk x;k gS rFkk mldks vR;Ur xfgZr ekuk x;k gSA   

 dHkh&dHkh iq#"k ?kj esa lq?kM+ L=h gkssus ij Hkh ijdh;k ds eksg esa iM+ tkrk gS & 

 

   ij jh djS ilUn] ?kj jh g~oS pg xq.korhA 

   xqVd yxS xqGdUn] ph.kh [kkjh pdfj;kAA
49 

 

 dfo;ksa dh n`f"V esa ijkbZ&L=h dk fpUru djuk eu dk O;fHkpkj gS] vr% ,sls laca/kksa ij /kwy 

Mkyuh pkfg,A
50
 dfo Åejnku us *foHkpkj jh cqjkbZ*  uked jpuk ds ek/;e ls bl lkekftd jksx 

dh dVq vkykspuk dh gSA
51
  

 ijukjh ds lkFk fd;k x;k lEidZ fNirk ugha gSA og Lor% izdV gks tkrk gS &  

 

   ij ukjh jks ns[k.kksa] tka.k yl.k jks [kka.kA 

   vksgys cSB j theyks] ijxV jkt fnok.kAA
52 

 

 vuSfrd vkpj.k ds mtkxj gksus dh vk'kadk ls O;fä lnSo Hk;xzLr jgrk gSA
53
  

bl izdkj ds laca/k ls lnSo cnukeh gh feyrh gS & 

 

   ln cnukeh lhl ru /ku NhtS izlax fr.kA 

   cqjh  t  folok&ohl] ukj  ijkbZ] ukfFk;kAA
54 

 

 dfo;ksa ds er esa lekt esa ,slh izo`fÙk j[kus okys L=h&iq#"kksa dks lq[k lEeku vkSj lEifr 

dHkh Hkh izkIr ugha gksrhA
55
 ;g dqy dh e;kZnk ds vuqdwy ugha gS & 

 

   uj ij pkor ukj] foHkpkjh  vkiS  o.kSA 

   dqG jh NksMS dkj] njl Hknz Ogs /kkjekAA
56 

 

  dfo mEesnflag *Åe* us bl vkpj.k dks ujd esa ys tkus okyk dgk gS & 

 

   ijnkjk jks  jax]  Å  ujdka  ys  tkolhA 

   dS NwVS lrlax] ¼dS½ tjck [kk/kka ÅeykaAA
57
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 ijnkjk ds izse ls fcuk Mkdk iM+s gh /ku pyk tkrk gSA
58
 ru vkSj /ku nksuksa dh gkfu gksrh 

gS] vr% O;fDr dks Lo;a gh vius fgr&vfgr ij fopkj dj ysuk pkfg,A
59
 blh lUnHkZ esa dfo;ksa us 

lR; gh dgk gS &    

   ij ukjh iSuh Nwjh]  rhu BkSM+ lwa [kk;A 

   /ku gj uS tkscu gjS] ir iapka esa tk;AA
60 

 

 bl izdkj jktLFkkuh uhfr dfo;kas us ijdh;k ds izfr izse ls gksus okyh gkfu;ksa dk foLrkj ls 

fp=.k dj euq"; dks bl cqjkbZ ls nwj jgus dk funsZ’k fn;k gSA 

 

6- nklh & jktLFkkuh uhfr dfo;ksa us nklh ds izfr izse dks vPNk ugha ekuk gSA uhfr dfo;ksa ds 

vuqlkj xkSj o.kZ  okyh nklh ijk;s ?kj eas ifn~euh lh fn[kkbZ nsrh gSA mldh dksbZ izfr"Bk ;k ykt 

ugha gksrhA mlds lkFk rfud Hkh ckr ugha djuh pkfg, &  

 

   xksyh xksjS] xkr] ij&?kj  nhlS in~e.khA 

   iryt lkxS okr] jrh u dhtS] jkft;kAA
61 

 

 blh uhfr dFku dks *ukfFk;s jk lksjBk* esa bl izdkj O;ä fd;k x;k gS&  

 

   xksyh  xksjs xkr] ine.k&lh  nhlS  izxVA 

   ckanh lw¡ nks okr] fue[k u dhtS] ukfFk;kAA
62 

 

 bl izdkj jktLFkkuh uhfrdkO; esa nklh ls izse u djus dk uhfrxr lUns'k fn;k x;k gSA 

 

7- os';k & os';k ukjh thou dk fo—r :i gSA jktLFkkuh uhfrdkO; esa os’;k ,oa os’;k izlax djus 

okys iq#"kksa dh dBksj 'kCnksa esa HkRlZuk dh xbZ gSA  

 dfo;ksa ds fopkj esa os’;k }kjk iznf’kZr Lusg cukoVh gksrk gS &  

 

   osL;k usg] tqokj /ku] dkrh  vacj  NkjA 

   ikNy ikSj] vÅr ?kj] tkr uS ykxS ckjAA
63 

 

 os’;k dbZ izdkj ds gko&Hkko dk izn’kZu dj] ukp&xkdj] uSuksa ls ladsr vkSj e/kqj gkL; ds 

}kjk O;fDr dks eksfgr dj ysrh gSA
64
 uhfr dfo;ksa ds er esa os’;k dHkh Hkh fo’okl ds ;ksX; ugha gksrh 

gSA
65
 os’;k dh izhr igys rks vPNh ¼ehBh½ yxrh gS] fdUrq /ku de gks tkus ij ogh uhjl yxrh gS 

&  

   ikrj okyh  izhr]  ehBh ykxs izFke euA 

   ean gqvk /ku ehr] gq,a fojl dM+oh gqosAA
66 
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os';k /ku dks vius dCts eas djus ds i'pkr~ izse dks R;kx nsrh gS & 

 

   
xf.kdk R;kxS usg] iwath tn dctS djSA

67 

 

 dfo;ksa ds vuqlkj os’;k viuh mez fNikrh gS
68
] D;ksafd og tkurh gS fd ,d os';k dk vknj 

mlds ;kSoudky esa gh gksrk gSA
69
 dfri; dfo;ksa us os’;k dks /krwjs ds cht ds leku fo"krqY; dgk 

gS] ftldk fo"k vo’; p<+rk gS & 

 

   Hkxr.kk jh rkjhQ] eryfc;ka jks eqGd.kksA 

   tSa;k /krwjk] [khai]  tSj  p<koS  Hkk;ykAA
70 

 

 dfo ck¡dhnkl us os';k dks [kwu pwlus okyh pqMSy ds lerqY; crk;k gSA
71 

 os’;k izlax ls O;fDr dk eku&lEeku] ;'k] /ku] cqf) vkSj cy lHkh ?kV tkrs gSa] blhfy, 

cqf)eku ujksa us bldh fuUnk dh gS &  

 

   ?kVS vko tl /ku ?kVS] vdy gVS cy vaxA 

   uhanfo;ks nkuka  ujka]  ikrj  r.kksa  izlaxAA
72 

 

 blds lkFk gh O;fä dh ohjrk lekIr gks tkrh gSA
73 
os’;kxeu djus okys ds Lusgh ,oa laca/kh 

tu vkSj lk/kq lar mlls foeq[k gks tkrs gSaA
74
  

 jktLFkkuh uhfr dfo;ksa us fookfgrk dks NksM+dj os';k ls laca/k j[kus okys O;fä dks djksM+ks 

ckj f/kDdkjk gS &  

   dksM+ka gh nqrdkj] oka feu[kka uS gS lnkaA 

   rt ij.;ksM+h ukj] os’;k  /kkjS  ’ks[kjkAA
75 

 

 bl izdkj jktLFkkuh uhfr dfo;ksa us os’;k dh dVq fuUnk dh gS rFkk iq#"kksa dks mlls nwj jgus 

ds fy, lpsr fd;k gSA  

 

fu"d"kZ & jktLFkkuh uhfr dfo;ksa us ukjh ds fofHkUu :i & lqy{k.kk] dqy{k.kk] dU;k] x`fg.kh] lrh] 

ijdh;k] nklh] os’;k vkfn ds fo"k; esa vius fopkj O;ä fd;s gSa rFkk ukjh fo"k;d uSfrd vkn’kksZa dk 

fu:i.k fd;k gSA mUgksaus lqy{k.kk dh iz'kalk vkSj dqy{k.kk dh fuUnk dh gSA dfo;ksa us ckfydk&f'k{kk 

dk leFkZu djrs gq, lekt esa csVh vkSj csVs ds e/; Hksn&Hkko dks feVkus dk vkg~oku fd;k gSA mUgksaus 

Hkzw.k gR;k] cky fookg] o`) fookg] rFkk ngst izFkk dk izcy fojks/k fd;k gSA dfo;ksa us ukjh ds x`fg.kh 

:i dk xq.kxku djrs gq, bafxr fd;k gS fd og vius x`gLFk&dÙkZO;ksa dk ikyu djrs gq, ekrk&firk 

vkSj ifr] nksuksa ds ?kjksa dks xkSjokfUor djrh gSA blh dkj.k mls lq[k dk vk/kkj ekuk x;k gSA ukjh 

ds ekrk :i dk HkO; fp=.k rFkk lrh :i dk xq.kxku Hkh –f"Vxr gksrk gSA uhfr dfo;ksa us ijdh;k 

ds izfr izse ls gksus okys nq"ifj.kkeksa dk fp=.k dj bl cqjkbZ ls nwj jgus dk funsZ'k fn;k gSA blh ds 

lkFk nklh ls izse u djus RkFkk os';k izlax ls lnSo nwj jgus ds fy, lpsr fd;k gSA 
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 bl izdkj jktLFkkuh uhfr dfo;ksa us ukjh fo"k;d uhfr rÙoksa ij vius cgqewY; fopkj izdV 

dj O;fä vkSj lekt dk dq'ky ekxZn'kZu fd;k gS rFkk viuh uhfrjRu :ih vueksy dkO;&lEink 

ls lekt esa uSfrd ewY;ksa dh izfr"Bkiuk esas iz'kaluh; ;ksxnku fn;k gSA    
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સારાાંશ 
ભારતીય સમાજે વર્ષોથી વવશ્વના અન્ય સમાજો માટે દિશાિશશન કર્યું છે. ઋવર્ષ જીવન અને 
આધ્યાત્મમક પરંપરા આજે પણ એટલી જ સાથશક છે. ઋવર્ષઓના ચ િંતનના પદરપાક સમા 
ઉપવનર્ષિો ભારતીય િશશનશાસ્ત્રના પાયાના ગ્રથંો છે. તેમનય ંનામ ઉપવનર્ષિ આપવામા ં
આવર્ય ંતેનો મયખ્ય અથશ સમજવાનો સશંોધકે પ્રયમન કયો છે. શકંરા ાયશ થી માડંી  ડોયસન 
જેવા આધયવનક વવદ્વાનોના અથોનો અભ્યાસ કરી સશંોધકે અથશ તારવયો છેકે, ઉપવનર્ષિો 
એટ્લે એવા ગ્રથંો જેના જ્ઞાન દ્વારા વયક્તત જન્મ-મરણના  ક્રમાથંી બહાર નીકળી 
બ્રહ્મપ્રાપ્તત કરી શકે, આમ ઉપવનર્ષિો બ્રહ્મજ્ઞાનના સવોત્તમ ગ્રથંો છે.   
  
ચાવીરૂપ શબ્દો: ઉપવનર્ષિ, બ્રહ્મ, આમમા, પરમેશ્વર, બ્રહ્માનિં 
 

1.પ્રસ્તાવિા : 
વેિાતં સાદહમય એટલેકે ઉપવનર્ષિોનય ંવવશ્વમા ંપોતાનય ંઆગવય ંસ્થાન છે. બ્રહ્મ અને ‘હય’ં તથા 

તેમની એકરૂપતા આ ઉપવનર્ષિોનો મયખ્ય વવર્ષય છે. છતા ંતે સસંારના અન્ય વવર્ષયોનય ંપણ મહમવ 
િશાશવે છે. આ ઉપવનર્ષિોએ વેિોનો જ એક ભાગ છે. આથી આ સાહીમયન ેવેિાતં સાદહમય પણ 
કહ ેછે. સશંોધકે અહીં ઉપવનર્ષિ શબ્િનો અથશ સમજવાનો પ્રયમન કયો છે.  
2.અભ્યાસિો િતે:ુ  

❖ ‘ઉપવનર્ષિ’ શબ્િનો અથશ સમજવો.   
3. નવદ્વાિોિે મતે ‘ઉપનિષદ’િો અર્થ:  
ઉપવનર્ષિ સાદહમયનો ભારતીય િશશન શાસ્ત્રીઓ અને વવિેશી િશશન શાસ્ત્રીઓએ જે અથશ કયો તેને 
સમજતા પહલેા એ જાણવય ંજરૂરી છે કે ઉપવનર્ષિો ભારતીય વૈદિક સાદહમયના ભાગ રૂપે છે. તે 
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વૈદિક સાદહમયના છેડે આવે છે આથી તેમને વેિાતં પણ કહ ેછે. અહીં એ નોંધવય ંજરૂરી છેકે તેમા ં
વેિોનો સાર અને તેના ઉત્તમ વસદ્ાતંોનો પણ સમાવેશ થાય છે. વવવવધ અભ્યાસય તમવચ િંતકોએ 
ઉપવનર્ષિ શબ્િનો કરેલ અથશ ની ે પ્રમાણે છે.  
 

ક્રમ  તત્વ ચચિંતકનુાં િામ  તેમિા માટે ‘ઉપનિષદ’ શબ્દિો અર્થ  
1. જગત ગરુુ શ્રીશાંકરાચાયથ  ઉપવનર્ષિ એટલે બ્રહ્મજ્ઞાન જેનાથી અવવદ્યાનય ંવવશરણ 

અથવા નાશ થાય અને બ્રહ્મજ્ઞાનની પ્રાપ્તત થાય.     
2. ડો. એસ રાધાકૃષ્ણિ   The Upanishads are the conclusion as well as the 

goal of vedas. They represent the central aim and 

meaning of the teaching of vedas.      

3. Vidyavachaspati V. Panoli  That which destroys Samsara, the cause of evils, 

which dispels Avidya, the cause of Samsara and 

which conduces the attainment of Brahman is 

termed Upanishads.       

4. Max Muller  The Upanishad meant originally-session, 

particularly a session consisting of pupils, 

assembled at a respectful distance round their 

teacher.     

5. Paul Deussen  The word Upanishad is derived by Indian authors 

from the root sad, ‘to destroy’ and is held to be that 

body of teaching which destroys illusion and reveals 

the truth.     

6. ડો કે એચ નિવેદી   ઉપવનર્ષિ એટ્લે કેટલાક પાસેનાઓની સભા, જેમા ં
પદરર્ષિ એટ્લે ટોળે મળેલા સાવશવિક સમયિાયની 
સભા, પ્રાતંનો કે િેશનો મહાસમયિાય ટોળે મળે અને 
સમગ્ર ચ ન્તવન કરે તે પદરર્ષિ.આમ ઉપવનર્ષિ માિ 
ગયરય વશષ્યમા ંનહીં પણ સમાન કક્ષાના બ્રહ્મવનષ્ઠોમા ં
પણ હોય.      

7. ભગવદ્ગોમાંડલ ગયરયની પાસે ની ે બેસીને શીખી શકાય એવય ંઉંચય અને 
ઉંડય તમવજ્ઞાન (બ્રહ્મજ્ઞાન). 

8. સ્વાનમ નવહદતાત્માિાંદ  ઉપવનર્ષિ એટ્લે બ્રહ્મવવદ્યા.    
9. નવદ્યારણ્ય સ્વાનમ  જન્મ અને મમૃર્ય તથા સસંારના બધંનોના અને 

અજ્ઞાનના ઉચ્છેિ જે વવદ્યાથી થાય છે તે ઉપવનર્ષિ છે.  
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4. અર્થઘટિ :  
ઉપવનર્ષિ એટ્લે “ગયરય પાસે બેસી મેળવેલી બ્રહ્મવવદ્યા” વળી ઉપરોતત અથોમા ંઆદ્ય ગયરય 

શકંરા ાયશના કઠોપવનર્ષિના ભાષ્યમા ં િશાશવેલો અથશ પણ તે જ છે. પોલ ડોયસનના માટે 
ઉપનોર્ષિોની વયાખ્યા એ પણ શકંરા ાયશની જ વયાખ્યાનય ંઅંગે્રજી રૂપાતંર જ છે. તો ડો એસ 
રાધાકૃષ્ણનના મતે ઉપવનર્ષિ એ વેિાતં સાદહમય હોવાથી વેિોના સાર અને ધ્યેયોનય ંઉત્તમ વનરૂપણ 
કરત ય ંસાદહમય છે. વળી, વી.પનોલીના મતે ઉપવનર્ષિ એવી વવદ્યા છે જે સસંાર અને અવવદ્યાથી 
પર થઈ બ્રહ્મ સયધી લઈ જાય છે. તો પ્રખ્યાત તમવચ િંતક મેતસમલૂરના મતે ઉપવનર્ષિો એ ગયરય 
સાથે વશષ્યની બેઠક કે તાસ એ જ ઉપવનર્ષિો છે જેમા ંગયરય અને વશષ્યો વચ્ ેનય ંસૌંિયાશમમક અંતર 
પણ જોવા મળે છે. ડો કે એ  વિવેિીના મતે ઉપવનર્ષિ એ પાસપાસેના કે સમાન કક્ષાના 
બ્રહ્મવનષ્ઠોની સભા છે. જેમા ંતેઓ પોતપોતાના મતો દ્વારા ચ ન્તન કરે છે, આમ ઉપવનર્ષિ એક 
પદરર્ષિ સ્વરૂપે પણ હોય શકે. ભગવદ્ગોમડંલના મતે ઉપવનર્ષિ એ વશષ્ય એ ગયરય પાસે ની ે બેસીને 
મેળવવાનય ંબ્રહ્મજ્ઞાન છે. તો સ્વાવમ વવદિતાનિંના પયસ્તક ઈશાવાસ્ય ઉપનીર્ષિના અથશ પ્રમાણે 
ઉપવનર્ષિ એ બ્રહ્મવવદ્યા જ છે. અને અંતે િશાશવેલ સ્વાવમ વવદ્યારણ્યએ बहृदारण्यकवार्तिकसार મા ં
િશાશવેલ અથશઘટનો પ્રમાણે જન્મ અને મમૃર્ય તથા સસંારના બધંનોના અને અજ્ઞાનના ઉચ્છેિ જે 
વવદ્યાથી થાય છે તે ઉપવનર્ષિ છે.             

ઉપવનર્ષિ એ મળૂ સસં્કૃત ભાર્ષાનો શબ્િ છે. જેમા ં િણ શબ્િો ‘ઉપ’=‘પાસે’, ‘ની’= 
‘વનષ્ઠાપવૂશક’ અને ‘સિ’=‘બેસવય ં અથવા નાશ થવો અથવા ગમન અથવા વશવથચલકરણ’ નો 
સમાવેશ થાય છે. અહીં ગમન માટે એમ કહી શકાય કે કે જે વવદ્યા બ્રહ્મ પાસે લઈ જાય છે, તે આ 
ઉપવનર્ષિ છે. તો વવનાશ એ અજ્ઞાનના વવનાશના સિંભશમા ંછે, અને વશવથચલકરણ કે વવશરણ એ 
સસંારના બધંનો પ્રમયે થતા ંમોહનય ંજ વશવથચલકરણ છે. જેનો અંતે નાશ થાય છે.          
 
5.તારણો:  
ઉપરોતત   ાશ પરથી ઉપવનર્ષિ શબ્િના અથશ માટે ની ેના તારણો કાઢી શકાય: 

➢ તે ગયરય અને વશષ્ય વચ્ ેના સવંાિો છે.  
➢ તેમા ંબ્રહ્મજ્ઞાનની વાત કરવામા ંઆવેલ છે.  
➢ તેના અભ્યાસથી અજ્ઞાનનો અંત થાય છે. 
➢ તેમા ંવેિોના સાર તમવોનય ંવનરૂપણ કરવામા ંઆવેલ છે.  
➢ તેઓ વેિોના અંત ભાગમા ંઆવે છે.  
➢ તે સસંાર અને અવવદ્યાથી પર લઈ જઇ બ્રહ્મપ્રાપ્તત કરાવનાર છે.  
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આમ, ઉપવનર્ષિ એ એવી બ્રહ્મવવદ્યા દ્વારા મનયષ્યને પોતાના અક્સ્તમવની સવોત્તમ સીમા પર 
લઇ જનારા ગ્રથંો છે. જેના અભ્યાસ દ્વારા વયક્તત મોહ અને શોકથી પર થઈ સસંારના બધંનો 
અને પાપ તથા પયણ્યના બધંનોમાથંી પાર થઈ પરમામમાનો સાક્ષામકાર કરી લે છે અને અંતે 
શાશ્વત શાવંત પ્રાતત કરે છે.   
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